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About the book

English for the Pharmaceutical Industry has been specifically developed for people who need to
communicate effectively in English in the pharmaceuticaI industry. The book will equip learners with
the linguistic skills and specialist vocabulary necessary to understand daily situations in a work
environment.

tnglish for the Pharmaceutical Industry consists of six units and covers the futt process of drug
development. Unit r introduces topics specific to the field. Unit z deals with medical research and
development, and Unit 3 covers quality control and auditing. Unit 4 looks at the various phases of
trials, and then moves on to drug safety and regulatory reguirements in Unit 5. The final unit deals
with drug manufacture and packaging. The units are presented in a logical sequence.

Every unit begins with a Starter, a warm-up activity to introduce the topic. Each unit sets up realistic
work scenarios, in which new technical knowledge and associated language skills can be
communicated. Industry-specific vocabulary is practised through the analysis of authentic documents
and listening exercises. The Useful Phrases boxes draw attention to industry jargon and phrases,
while the Did you know? boxes bring together professional and lexicaI information relevant to the
English-speaking pharmaceuticalemployee. Eve ry unit finishes with the Output article, an authentic
text which extends the unit topics and offers opportunities for discussion.

At the end of the book, there is a Test yourselfl crossword on pages 74-75.1n the appendix, the
Answer key is provided for independent study, along with the Partner Files, which provide role-play
exercises to practise the language learned in the units. There is also a Useful Phrases list to refer to
and Transcripts ofthe listening exercises.

The MultiROM contains atl the Listening extracts from the book. These can be ptayed through the
audio player on your computer or through a conventionaI CD player. The interactive exercises provide
Useful Phrases, Vocabulary, and Communication practice and are all particularly valuable for
independent study. There is also an A-Z wordlist with all the key words that appear in English for the
Pharmaceutical Industry. This includes a column for phonetics and a space for you to write in the
translations of the words in your own language.



The kick off meetingl

1

We compound the raw
materials into drugs, package

them, and put in the leaflets for the
patients. We also keep careful

records of all the steps in
..- this process.

llatch what people are saying below wlth the department they work ln.

2

We find new substances
to make new drug formulations or
change existing dosage forms, for

example, from tablets to
capsules.
iFi

We plan the promotion

3
We compile the drug

documentation and send it to the
regulatory drug authorit ies so we

* can get authorization to market

We ensure that products
meet the standards which

the law requires, and contain
the active ingredients

advertised.

t
\

and distribution of drugs which
will be launched, and make

decisions about the packaging
or tablet colour of new

products.

CtinicatAffairs

We test or organize testing
on live subjects, and make sure

that our drugs are safe and
effective for the

patients. i ii*__j

n
i i

i*-t

a

a

a

Marketing and Sales

Production

Does your company have al l  of these departments?
Which department do you work in? Which one would you l ike to work in?
Which departments do you work with most often?

R & D (Research and Development)

Regulatory Affairs

QA (Quality Assurance)



6 j  UNITl  Thekick-of fmeet ing

t Harvey fones, proiect maneger at Fab Pharmaceuticals, is preparing a kick-off meeting to
discuss the development and launch of CoolHead, a new medicine. Read the memo.

Fab Pharmaceuticals
Fromr Harvey Jones, project manager

T*: Heads of departments

Re: 'CoolHead'- Kick-off meeting

Dear colleagues

The main reason I am writing to you today is to remind you that we still need you to propose
people from your departments to work on our new soft gel capsule for headaches and to liaise
with your departments. As you know, it will be a prescription drug, so people with experience
in analgesics are the ones we'd most like to have on board.

Here is an update on the project. Since the conclusion of our successful feasibility study, we
have also obtained very encouraging preclinical data. This means that we can soon start with
the clinical trials and are now ready to get the project team together. The kick-off meeting will
take place on 6 March in the Intercontinental Hotel. More details will follow soon.

You are probably aware that 'CoolHead' isJust the working name of the new drug. The soft gel

capsule will be followed soon afterwards by two other dosage forms also in the pipeline:
patches and sugar-coated tablets. We plan to launch all of these products in Europe first and
to apply for Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval in the US the following year.

We still need project team members from R&D, Regulatory Affairs, and QA. As far as
Marketing is concerned, Carole Marks will be flying in from France. She'll give us more
information on the marketing claims and a target patient profile. From Clinical Affairs in ltaly,
Anna Edicola will present the clinical requirements. She, as well as Charley Wu from
Production, will be connecting with us by video conference.

I'd like to get the team members' names you propose, as well as their contact details, and a
brief bio on each one from you this week. Then I can invite them to the meeting. Let me know
if you foresee any major difficulties at this stage.

Are the foltowing statements ftuek/) or false (X)?

r I  fne most important reason for this memo is to give information about a new drug.

z f] eatients who want to buy this drug witl not need to see a doctor first.

3 [  there are three dosage forms planned at the moment.

4 [ ]  The company plans to sel t the drug in Europe and the United States.

5 [_'] eroject members from Marketing, Production, and ClinicatAffairs are already on board.



UNIT 1 The kick-off meeting 7

2 ilatch the term on the left with the deffnition on the right.

r  dosage form a Medicine bought in a pharmacy and
requiring a written note from the doctor.

z feasibility study b Future drugs, not yet on the market.

3 over-the-counter drug c The f inal form of the medicine, e.g. tablet,
powder, gel, spray, etc.

4 products in the pipel ine d An invest igat ion to determine the
advantages, practicality, and profitability

ofa proposed project.

5 prescr ipt ion drug e A product which can be sold without the
pat ient seeing a doctor.

usEFur PHRASES - PROVIDtl{G |l{FORtttATtOll

The main reason ...
Here is an update on the proiect.
As you know, ...
You are probably aware that...
As far as ... is concerned, ...

3 Here is an extract from a memo sent by Harvey to the Head of Finance. Insert the expressions
from the Useful Phrases box above in the gaps below.

' I am writing to you is to get your input on a new

product. ' , we plan to market a new prescription drug

for headaches.

But first, r. The feasibitity study has

4just been successfully completed.

it will be marketed in Europe first. s your input

b, we need the financial data from your department as soon

as possible.

DATES

lf someone writes to you and says the meeting wil l be on o5lo4ltz,what
would you put in your calendar? In the UK, someone would write 5 April zotz,
whereas, in the US, they would write May 4th, zotz. For this reason, it is
important to write out dates to avoid misunderstandings. Here are some
useful forms: znd September, or shorter, z Sept.
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4 Read the iob profiles and match the words in italics with the definitions on page 9.

tr

B

I collect drug safety
information about pat ients

on our medicatrons. I must
report any serious adverse

events to the health
authorities. ..:, ' '

i ] ,  
j . ] ; ]

I operate complex
scientifi c instruments and
perform tests to determine

whether ingredientsin
liquids, powders, or tablets

meet requirements.

-^--::: "

I co-ordinate and manage
the cross-functional teams
that develop and launch a
drug. lt 's not easy to get i

people to meet deadlines.,n,rr

, ' .  . ' . , , , , , , , , ' , , , ' , . , , , * '01, , . , '  
F€| ,

My job is to make
sure that suitable, clean

containers are used to get

the product from the
company to the pat ient.

In general, I check for
comoliance with health .,'

regulations. F,.'
' -==.-==r=s'sf-

When a company starts
to test drugs on live

subjects, I work closely
with the doctors to make
sure that the studies are

done correctly.,-."3*++-{

It's my job to research,
write, and edit cl inicaland
study reports before we

submit them to regulatory
authorities. I summarize

and interpret cl inical _
data.

,-' 
"*Fr+""'"**'$t/4

According to European
law, I am personally

responsible for the quality of
each product that leaves the

production line. I must manage
al l the processes in product ion,

QA, and the labs to make sure
Stan dard Op e rati n g P ro ced u res

(SOPs) are followed. s:'
t""'r"tiS

In my work, I develop
pharmaceutical

dosage forms. At the
moment,  lam

changing a tablet
formulat ion into
ointmentand get 

/
forms. d

"':"':+'s_:i=':=F:-
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UNIT 1 The kick-offmeeting I 9

taking our medicine

a substance in a drug

a description of a working method or process

a human or animal drugs are tested on

any health problem which starts while on a new medicine

rules or laws about heatth

an oily substance like a cream

llow match the fob proflles In A-H with the job titles below.

8 clinical research associate

formulation scientist

laboratory technician

medicalwri ter

packaging technician

pharmacovigilance manager

project manager

qualified person

5 Underlinethecorrectverb.

r Companies must conduct / report serious adverse events to the health authorities.
z New drugs are tested / determined on live subjects.

3 Laboratory technicians operate / perform complex scientific instruments and determine / perform
whether [iquids, powders, or tablets meet requirements.

4 Ctinical research associates report / perform clinical trials. They must also summarize,
interpret / regulate and process clinical data.

5 Regulatory Affairs reports / submits documents to regulatory authorities.
6 Formulation scientists develop / summarize pharmaceutical dosage forms.

9

10

11

73

74

75
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6 Harvey fones has got his proiect team together for the kick-off meeting via video conference.
Listen to the dialogue and answer the followlng questions.

r  What is the main aim of the meeting?

z Where does Anna work, and what does she do?

3 What is Walter's educational backgroundi-

4 What is Walter working on at present?

5 Where was Charley born and raised?

6 What did Charley help to plan and set up?

7 Llsten to Anna In the dlalogue agaln and flll In the gaps with the expressions below.

. assigned to this project . I did research on . I have been with this company for .
I received my . I used to work r My professional background is in

Well, as you may know, I am from Milan and in case you are wondering, yes, like most ltalians, I am

a very good cook. ' pharmacology, and in zoo5

' master's degree at New York University and licence to practise

pharmacy in the United States. : clinical methodology. As far as this

project goes, I am the clinicaltrial manager q and am supported

by two clinical research associates, who wiltwork with test centres in northern ltaly and in Slovenia.

at Johnson & Johnson in their  c l in ical  department.

s about three years and



UNIT 1 The kick-off meeting al

ACADEI$!C DEGREES

The first scientific degree future pharmacists obtain is called a bachelor's degree.
After receiving this degree, they continue their studies for several more years and
get a master's degree, which usually involves research. However, before they
become fulty quatif ied, pharmacists have to take an examination to get a l icence to
practise pharmacy. After their master's degree, they can go on to do a doctorate.

Academic degrees
. bachelor's degree or bachelor ofscience degree (BS or BSc)
. master's degree or master of science degree (MS or MSc)
. l icence (UK)/l icense (US) to practise pharmacy
. doctorate ordoctorof philosophy degree in pharmacy (PhD)

8 Use the Useful Phrases above to filt in the gaps.

Hi, everyone. Pleased to meet you a][. '  Charley Wu, and '  plant

manager at our manufactur ing plant in Shanghai.  I  was also born and raised in China. I

first 3 line worker and 4 to packaging technician. I later studied in

the UK and s an MSc in Engineering there. More recently, 6 in the

ini t ia l  conceptuaI design phase, and at present

second new pharmaceutical facility in Shanghai.

and sol id dosage forms. In addit ion

z the planning and bui lding of our

In this new faci t i ty we wi l l  produce both l iquid

to this,  at  the moment 8 THE TO DO IIST

At the end of a meeting, the results of the meeting are
often summarized in writ ing as action points. This is a
'to do' l ist. lt gives the names of people and what each
person should do. lt often has sentences tike this:
'Mary is to write to the regulatory authorities by Friday.'

usEFUt PHRASES - t]{TRODUC|t{G YOURSE[t, YOUR

Introducing yourself
I 'm/My name is. . .
I am from ...
I 've been with the company for... years.
I am ... (nationality), but originatly I come from

... (country).
I  am marr ied i  s ingle.
I  am based at  . . .  (name of company/ inst i tute) in

... (city).

Educational background
My professional background is in ... (f ietd).

I got/received/obtained my ... (degree) in
... (subiect).

Experience
I used to work at ... (company/institute) in their...

department.

buitd a new analgesics product ion

line, and that is why I was asked to

join this prolect.

Hq!D 9l EXPERflSE, A1{D CURREI|T PROf ECT

I then worked for ... (company/institute) and later
for ... (companyi institute).

I started as a ... (position) and worked my way up to
... {position).

I did research on ...

Expertise
I have experience in ... (f ietd), and that's why I 've

been asked to ioin this proiect team.
I  was on the team that. . .
I was involved in ...

Describing current work and role in project
I am the ... (position) assigned to this proiect.
I am responsible for...
I am supported by two ... ipositions).
We are currentty working on ...
At the moment, I am working on a proiect to ...
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9 Put information about yourself in the form below. Then use it to introduce yoursetf to the group.

Name:

Natignality:

Educational background:

Work experience:

Expertise:

Current position:

Responsibilities:

Current tasks:

10 Listen to Harvey summarize the decislons taken at the meeting. llatch the list of action points
with their deadlines to buitd sentences.

r f tris is to place alljob ads for clinical research associates a by Friday.
in trade journals *

z I Walter is to prepare a progress report on his work on b within the next two weeks.
the other dosage forms

3 [ Oepartment heads are to estimate the time needed for c by the beginning of next week.
their department's work

4 n Charley is to describe the technical equipment needed d before the next meeting.
with a cost estimate

5 [ Harvey is to work out the timelines, milestones, and e by the end of next month.
budgeting

6 [ Rasheed is to review any legal or regulatory issues f by the end of the month.

Before we close, I'd like to review...
First of all, ...

... is going to find ...
Finally,...

I ... is to finish work by the end of the month. Each department needs to get back to me by...
... wil lbe looking after the...



UNIT 1 The kick-off meeting 13

tt Put the words in the rlght word order to make sentences.

1 close, review Before we I'd like points to the action

z needed be Charley's the will team new equipment describing

3 needs Each department me head get to to by back Friday

4 look at any need Finally, regulatory issues addressed that to be is going to Rasheed

5 from HR First will place in several pharmaceuticaljournals of all, job ads lris Berger

6 by the end to finish the other is dosage forms Walter of the month

ruoto

Aw
4

t2 Georglna Beckham, the group leader of the clinical research team, needs her boss's approval
to hire a new clinical research associate. She calls Anna, Head of Clinical Affairs, and reads out
the job description. Compare her descriptlon to the advertlsement below. Circle the flve
mistakes in the advert.

Large, multinational pharmaceutical company is searching for
someone with experience in clinical trials to manage studies in a
number of study centres in Eastern Europe.

CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSISTANT
DESCRIPTION

You will assist in the management of clinical drug development.
You will be responsible for recruiting investigators and collecting
study documentation.
You need to be able to write pharmaceutically and technically
accurate protocolq study reports, clinical sections of dossiers,
and other research documents in English. You will visit study
centres, requiring up to 50 per cent travel.

REQUIREMENTS
. A BS in a life science is the minimum: a bachelor of science is

preferable; a PhD is a plus.
. You must have at least two years'knowledge.
. In-depth knowledge of FDA regulations is essential to this job.
. You must work well independently and as part of a team.
. Top organizational and communication skills are a must.
. Excellent English is required. A working knowledge of Polish

or Russian would be useful.
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usEFur PHRASES - WRrTrlrc IOB ADyEnTtSErEilrS

... (company) is searching for a ... (position) ... is preferable.

... wil l assist ... (personi position). ... is essential to this job.

... is/are responsible for... ... wil l need to be able to ...

... must have at least ... (number) years'experience. ... is/are required.

t3 Use the erpressions aboye to fill the gaps in the iob advertisement.

JOB TITLE -  CHEMIST
DESCRIPTION

CRO

WJH
I someone to co-ordinate and perform

analytical testing for stability studies of new products. You

I review data in accordance with Good Manufacturine Guidelines.

You will be I checking laboratory documentation

and chemical specifications. lt is { to use a wide
variety of physical and chemical analyses to support shelfJife studies of patented
pharmaceutical products. <1i

REQUIREMENTS
. At a minimum a BS in Chemistrv or a related science

s. an MSc is

7in. You should have at least three

pharmaceutical analytical techniques and test metho-ds.

loBs tt rHE Pt|AntAcEUTrcAt tltDusTny_.

PTA: Assistant or Technician?
Direct translations of job tit les can be misleading. For example, if a PTA is described to someone in the US
or UK as'pharmaceutical technical assistant', i t would sound as if this person has an entry-level position,
possibty without any previous job training. In Engtish, 'pharmaceutical technician'or'pharmaceutical
laboratory technician' would be better descriptions.

lunior vs. Senior; Scientist r, 2,3
The amount oftraining, the number ofyears ofexperience, and the salary scientists have, can often be
seen in their job tit les. Whereas a recent university graduate may start as a junior scientist, or scientist r,
the more experienced colleague would be a senior scientist, or scientist z or 3.

Associate
Many iob tit les include the word 'associate', for example, a research associate, a QA associate, an
associate research scientist, or drug safety associate. This very general t itte roughly means'partner'. In a
pharmaceutical company, it usually refers to a professionalwith a degree, or specialized training, who has
a certain area of responsibility.
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t4 Ghoose a iob title and write an email to lris. Descrlbe the main points for the position.

t5 Each column contains a category and some terms listed under it. Cross out the term that does
g!fit in each category.

clinical research associate

formulation scientist

laboratory technician

line worker

pharmacovigilance manager

r : -
oosage rorms

capsules

get

ointment

prescription drug

sugar-coated tablets

What goes into dru$?

chemicals

formulation

ingredient

raw materials

substances

pharmecati$tnt
dcumentatlon

clinical reports

dossiers

marketing claims

protocols

study reports

t6 Two colteagues, who have not yet met, are on the same proiect team. They call each other.

Partner A Fi le 1,  p.76

Partner B Fi le 1,  p"7&

Dear lris
We will need to fill the position of fob title) shortly.

I'd appreciate it if you could write up a job advertisement with the input below and place it
in the pharmaceutical journal we normally use.

Here is a list of the main points:

Key duties / responsibilities

Educational background

Other skills needed

Let me know if you need any further information.

Thanks for your help.
Best regards

{Narryg)
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Read the followlng newspaper artlcte.

Cross-cultural differences in marketing drugs internationally
Some companies are successful at marketing their drugs all over the world without making any
major changes to them. Others have different formulations, advertising, and packaging in each
country due to differences in customs and laws. See what various experts think about this topic.

Marie Simone, European marketing consultant: In France, medicines should
not only cure a diseasg but also look fresh and interesting. For example,
pink eye drops have been popular here, which would be unthinkable in our
subsidiary in Germany. There people expect medicine to look more
'clinical'.

Sabine Schmitz, Regulatory Alfairs, Germany: The strength of medicine
varies considerably depending on what health authorities allow Here,
health authorities prefer companies to sell drugs with only one active
ingredient, rather than in combinations. They also prefer lower drug
dosages as compared to those set by authorities in other places.

Brad Townsend, consumer specialist, Canada: Some people prefer to take
several small tablets per day, whereas others prefer to swallow only one big
one. In some countries they would take one look alsuch a large tablet and
say, 'I d give it to a horse, but there's no waylhat is going down my throat!'

Swetlana Sheremetieva, Russian pharmacist In Russia, we prefer to buy
over-the-counter products, like cold remedies or cough syrup, from
people in pharmacies wearing white lab coats. So, when foreign companies
try to introduce drugs here, we ask them for good in-pharmacy training
programmes because our staff will have to answer many questions before
people are willing to buy such cures.

Miko Tanaka, QA specialist, Japan: Quality is important all over the world,
but in Japan we take it one step further. We will reject a whole shipment of
drugs if we find the smallest scratch or imperfection in one single package,
even if it makes no difference to the product at all.

Harry Hart, advertising agent, USA: US patients tend to self-medicate and
buy drugs online. Unlike in many countries, you'll also find many cheerful,
bright coloured ads in magazines, which promote anti-depressants and
other prescription drugs in the US. Of coursg the next page is always full of
all the warningg possible side effects and things to ask your doctor about.

a

a

a

Can you name any medicines that are marketed differently in different countries?
Shoutd companies try to keep their medicines as similar as possible wherever they are sold?
Are there any cultural preferences in the way medicines are marketed throughout the world?
Do you think any of these differences are important?
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Substance discovery and product development

Read the explanationc and put the followlngwords or expressions into the correct column.

Research - the process of testing chemicaI compounds, with the goal of finding a substance which
has a beneficial effect on a targeted disease.

Development - the process of carrying forward scientific discoveries made during the research

Research Development

$lhet klnds of R& D prdectr are there ln your cornpany at the noncnt?
Which process iakcs longer - rerearch or dnrelopment? Why?
What factors hetp pharnacrutlcrl companles decide whet drugr they should denrelop?
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t Read the memo and the information about filensamintil.

Date:

To:

From:

Subiect:

Caduceus Pharmaceuticals Ltd -

Tuesday

Pharmaceutical department - Chemists and Pharmacologists

John Keyes, Vice President R6cD

Breakthrough in search for NCE for Mensapatchru development

.:*:.-+=-.:*=;.%s.+%:'l1@r

<* MENSAMINTTM

Mensamin{M is a new dosage f.orm o{ Mensad,entrM(obtainable
with physician's prescription only). It uses the newly synthesized
active subsrance mensagitatum (Latin origin: the mind moves/
animates).

The formulation for aduh patients is in lozenge form (or asMensadentM in chewing gum form for young patien6), and theindication is to stimulate brain activity and thinking power.
Known side effects often include loss of sleep if taken in the lateafternoon or evening. OccasionallS 

"r, 
irr.rrjr. in blood pressuremay occur. Rare instances of heart palpitations and headaches

have also been reported. It is ,ro, porribl. ,o orr.rdor. 
".rdmensagitatum is non-addictive.

As some of you will already know, a new chemical entity has just

been synthesized in our own labs, which we think may be use{ul in
our M ensaparcDrM development plans.

A meeting will be held tomorrow at 9.30 a.m. in conference room 308
to brainstorm ideas for this new substance, and to discuss the further
development. Your participation would be appreciated.

JK

Answer the folloring questions.

r What is the meeting about, and what needs to be discussed?

What kind of product is Mensamintru?

What do patients have to do to obtain it?

What are the dosage forms of this product?

3

4

5 Are there any known side effects?
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An R& D meeting takes place, in which fohn answers qu€stions about a new chemical
substance. Read his answers below and write your own version of the questions. Then listen to
the meeting and check your answers. l{ote: not every question is asked during the meeting.

1

I t  is already avai lable in lozenge and chewing gum form, but we hope to develop a t ime-release
oatch in the near future.

We wilt have to test the bioavailability to be able to calculate dosages for non-intravenous routes
of drug administrat ion for this NCE.

As you know, when substances are taken with atcohot or ant ibiot ics, their  chemicalform could
change and even cause harmful s ide effects.  I ' l [  keep you informed.

Not completely. However, we do have a partner to help us develop a patch form which provides
the desired effects for at least six hours.

I'm afraid it may take a year or more before we can start the first tests on healthv humans.

ASKIl{G ABOUT DRUG DISCOVERY A1{D DEVELOP'IiEl{T

Dosage
What kind of formulation could we devetop?
What about using other forms?
Are tablets, capsules, or drops possible?
What about the dosage for these forms?

Development
What is the toxicity of this NCE?
What about the bioavai tabi l i ty  of  th is NCE?
When can we start the first in-man study?
Do we have the technology to make patches?
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3 Put the correct form of one of the vocabulary ltems from the box into the sentences below.

chemist o dosage fo-rm . formulation . in-man study r prescription . toxicology

r  A special ist  or expert  in the scient i f ic f ietd of chemistry is cal led a .  In the UK,

this word is also used for the person who prepares and sel ls medicine, also known as a

oharmacist  in the US.

z Using the r ight is especial ly important when giving medicine to chi ldren,

because they often have problems swal lowing pi l ls.

3 The science of poisons, including their  source, chemicaI composit ion, act ion, tests,  and even their

ant idotes, is what we cal l

4 l f  a drug or medicine is not avai lable 'over-the-counter ' ,  i t  normal ly means that a

from a physician is needed to obtain it from a pharmacy.

5 Chemists and pharmacologists are also interested in how the medicine is administered, so they

often ask about its

5 Before drugs or medicines can be made avai labte to the publ ic,  they have to be tested on human

beings. We cal l this an . l t  is also cal led a phase r,  stage r study, or ct inical  t r iat .

4 A few days later, the participants received the minutes of the meeting. Listen again to exercise z
and put the paragraphs in the correct order.

Minutes of Tuesday's brainstorming meeting

The Vice presrdent of R&D began the meeting on time and welcomed all the participants. He also

mentioned that Derek from Pharmacokinetics was out of town and was not able to attend'

A I Finalty, Brian asked if the new dosage form could be made with current technology'

e I Next, there was some discussion about the time frame necessary for in-man studies'

C l) fhen Marcus brought up the subject of the NCE's toxicity'

O I Hlaa initially asked what kind of formulation could be developed from the new NCE'

t I ,Lfter that, Frank asked about the bioavailability of the new chemical entity.

The meeting finished at 10.30 a.m. The next

meeting for all participants, including Derek,

will take place in one week. We will then decide

how to proceed.

PHARilACOKI 1{ ETICS V5. PHA,RTIACOI-OGY

Pharmacology is the study of drugs, how they
work, and what they do in the body.
Pharmacology can be divided into two separate
areas: pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinet ics.
Pharmacodynamics studies what the drug does to
the body, and pharmacokinetics studies what the
body does to the drug.
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5 fanet, a chemist, and Brian, a pharmacologist, meet to talk about the brainstorming meeting.
listen and decide if the statements a]e tsue(r'\or false (I).

r fJ fhe side-effects research for the product is not finished yet.

z [_l There are other dosage forms which work better than the patch form.

3 n lt witl onty take a few months to further develop the patch form.

4 [  Cream, ointment,  and suppository forms would also be possible for this product.

S f] fhe company already has the technology to make tablets and pills.

; We witl need a bit more time to completely answer that question.
I We are still running fesfs to find out what kinds of side effects are possible.

We can give you the answer in obout four weeks.
lt will take from obout six months to o year and o half.
Not yet! But we?e working on it.

6 Put the words in the right order tb make questions and answers about substance discovery.

Question I formulation kind we What of develop could ?

Answer t yet, know on We we're it don't but working

Question z about forms What the. dosage ?

Answerz answer yet don't have We a complete to question that

Question 3 NCE this is What toxicity of the ?

Answer j about give the four can We weeks you answer in

Question 4 can study the When we in-man start first ?

Answer 4 six year and a half We from need to months will a

Question5 are What effects kinds possible of side ?

Answer 5 to stitl tests We running find are out
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Talk about a drug in research at your company. llention the following points:

development period o dosage form o study results . toxicity

7 natci the words from the box with the pictures, and fitl in the gaps in the fotlowing text with the

correct dosage form.

dosage r drops r patch o pi t ls.  suppository.  syrup.rtablets

Calculating the correct for some patients isn't always easy.

Children and older people often have trouble swallowing large

7

2

3

4

5

Wearing a may create problems for people with skin allergies.

Some medicat ions are avai lable in l iquid form, such as

We often use a

or

not able to take drugs orally.

to administer medication to babies or other oatients who are
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;: I Helen from tarketing Research calls fohn, Yice President of R& D, to discuss the results of a
t hospitat In-patlent suryey on dosage forms for a nw medication. The company needs to knor

whlch drug dosage forms patients prefer. Llrten to the telephone catl and fi1l in the form belo;.

Hospital In-patient Dosage Form Survey Results

I . Total number of in-hospital patients surveyed ( a )

2. Male patients (b) Female patients (c)

3. Average patient age (d)

4. Which of the followin g oral dosage forms are the p atients currently losing?

drops syruP other(s)

5. Which of the following dosage form(s) do the patients favour?

oral dosage forms

tablet geltablet (i) _ capsule(j) _ pill 8Vo

tablet (e)

solution

solution drops (k)

inhaled dosage forms

aerosol (nr) inhaler

gel tablet (f) _ capsule (g) _ pill (h)

topical dosage forms

cream (n) ointment (o) liniment

syrup (l)

other(s)

other(s)

lotion

gel other(s)

other dosage forms

nasal spray eye drops +) suppository_

6. What kinds of side effects did the patients have with their current medication?
The following side effects were experienced:

allergic reaclions 791 diarrhoea 29 dizziness 3

fever 7S headache 91 indigestion 122

insomnia 17 itching 70 nausea 253

skin rashes tg vomiting 17 other(s)

7. Do the patients have any suggestions for other future forms of medication?
List all suggestions here:

8. Do the patients have any of the following chronic health conditions?

asthma 791 anaemia 121 bronchitis ,r5 diabetes 83 heart condition 21

"#*F+s 'ru*"us--.,','.,',@*r!s:-::,
. :,+.*-ss::=+.#' 

"'_ " 
..' 

-
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9 Answer the following guestions using the information in exercise 8.

r How many patients were surveyed in a[[?

2 Were more mate or female pat ients interviewed?

3 What kind of dosage form is most preferred by the patients surveyed?

4 What kinds of s ide effects were experienced by the least number of pat ients?

5 What chronic health condit ions did most pat ients have?

tO f,latch the dosage form on the teft to its definition on the right.

1 '  _ aerosol

2 ,  .  drops

3 ' - '  inhaler

4 . .  -  
l in iment

5 ,  o intment

6 
-  

patch

Ti pi l

8 I  ;  solut ion

a A very smal l  amount of l iquid that forms a round shape.

b An smooth, thick substance to rub on the skin for heal ing.

c An oi ly t iquid to rub on painful  body parts to reduce pain.

d A medicat ion on mater ial  or c loth placed on the skin.

e A smal[ ,  round piece of medicine to be swal lowed without chewing.

f  A container with a t iquid that is administered in spray form.

g A l iquid in which another substance has been dissolved.

h A sol id medicine which melts slowly in the rectum or vagina.

i  A sweet,  l iquid medicine taken with a spoon or cup.

I  A smal ldevice with medicine to breathe in through the mouth.

*

glr

10 i_:l

suppository

syrup
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Asking for opinions
What do you think. . .  ?
What's your opinion on ... ?
What's your view of ... ?

Giving opinions
I th ink/ l  feel . . .
In my opinion, . . .
From my point of view, ...

UNIT2 Substancediscoveryand productdevelopment 25

Avoiding/Withhold ing opinions
I would rather not say...
I 'm sorry | cannot comment on ...
I 'm afraid I am not in a position to answer that.

Giving strong opinions
| f irmty believe...
I feel very strongly that ...
I 'm sure/certain/convinced ...

7l Rephrase the fotlowing statements for conducting or taking part in a survey. Use the Useful
Phrases above.

1 A new drug has recently been developed to cure heart disease. (Ask for opinion)

z More than one dosage form is being considered: pill, and patch. (Ask for opinion)

3 The in-man studies for this drug wi l l take more than six months. (Give opinion)

4 Addit ional c l in ical tr ia ls should be done in other countr ies. (Give opinion)

5 This new formulation will be successfut. (Give strong opinion)

6 A third dosage form should be devetoped: nasal spray. (Give strong opinion)

7 You don't  have enough information to make a statement.  (Avoid opinion)

8 You don't want to share the information you have yet. (Avoid opinion)

What kind of medication is often taken on a regular basis, and in what form?
Which side effects do you feel people distike the most?
Do you prefer to take medication in a particular form? lf so, which form, and why?

t2 Two scientists meet to discuss the development of an l{CE and its possible future
formulation(s). They discuss and give their opinions on dosage, development, and time periods.

Partner A Fi te 2,  p.76

Partner B Fi le 2.  p.78
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Read the article below about different classes of drugs in different countries.

At present, the Food and Drug Administration
is reviewing its current poticy on the number of
categories. It is discussing the introduction of
a new intermediate category for the US market
catled'behind-the-counter' (BTC) medicine.
Drugs of this type would need no prescription,
but woutd require a pharmacisfs intervention
and resemble category 2) in Canada. One reason
is that consumers in many Western countries
have found this new category beneficiat.

In Europe, the concept of BTC has been
practised with great success for years. Peopte
can just go to their [oca|. pharmacy and describe
their medical need. The pharmacist simply
recommends an appropriate drug without first
requiring a docto/s prescription. He or she can
atso suggest a less expensive drug in generic
form. The disadvantage, however, for many
Europeans is that the cost of these drugs or
medications is not taken on by the heatth
insunnce system.

Currentty, the FDA is faced with a difficutt
decision. If it decides to add the category BTC,
this wi[[ have definite consequences for the
pharmaceutical industry in the US. In the short
term, this change would immediately force the
pharmaceutical companies to reorganize their
marketing efforts. In the [ong term, companies
and research institutes woutd need to reassess
their own potentia[ and reconsider which type
of drugs are worth testing. I

How many drug categories do we need?
1f'\ n the whote, countries estabtish specific
V rutes and regutations not onty on the type
of drugs made avaitable, but atso on how they
reach the consumer. 0n the one hand, medicine
needs to be easity accessibte. This is, of course,
a question of pubtic health. 0n the other hand,
these same products can do harm if used
incorrectly. This danger must be avoided.

For this reason, regulatory authorities in
every country set the number of categories for
drugs. For exampte, in Canada, there are four:
1) drugs avaitab[e only with a prescription
2) those without a prescription, but onty with

the personaI involvement of a pharmacist
3) medicine which customers can pick off open

shelves, but only in a pharmacy, and
4) products which can be openty sold in any

kind of retail outtet.
By contrast, the US onty has two fficiat
categories: drugs needing a prescription and
drugs that do not. The former are prescription
drugs and are avaitabte in pharmacies and onty
by prescription. The latter are over-the-counter
drugs which can be sotd in any type of retail
outlet that chooses to stock them.

In generat, in the U5, medication must meet
four criteria in order to obtain the status of a
non-prescription or over-the-counter (0TC)
product. It must have:
- a large margin of safety
- low incidence of side effects
- low potentiat for misuse and abuse, and
- Labetting that provides adequate directions

for sate and effective use.

72

@
e What are the advantages of providing drugs and medications by prescription, BTC, and OTC?
. How are drugs and medications made available in your country?
. Which method(s) do you prefer?
. Should patients have the right to obtain drugs and medication online from other countries?



Quality assurance and auditing

Read the definition of 'good practice', then match the words with the correct abbreviations.

GxP is an abbreviation for'good practice''

The 'x' is used to indicate the manY

different areas of 'good practice'which

are required by international regulatory

authorities'

GAB GCB GDR GLB
GMB GRB GSP

auditing r clinical o documentation o laboratory
r manufacturing o research o safety

practice.tt's good

r Which of these forms of good practice are you familiar with?
. Can you give examples of good practice requirements used in your company?
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Berner Pharmaceuticals ltd provides employees with general information on GMP on its
intranet. Read the following text and answer the questions.

Password:

In the pharmaceutical industry, different quallty assurance processes are required for
each area of good practice (GxP).

It is easiest to understand how good practice works in the area of manufacturing. The
quality assurance process in good manufacturing practice (GMP) includes product quallty
control, sampling, and testing. Quality control ensures that the product quality remains
high. The reason for interim testing, or product sampling, is to check the quality of
pharmaceutical products. This is important to make sure that the product is sultable for
its intended use and for sale. Endpoint testing is carried out at the end of every
manufacturing process. This is to ensure that all procedures have been performed in
compliance with industry and company standards.

Documentation is important and necessary qt every step of the processes, activities, and
operations involved in drug manufactuflng. lf the documentation is not in order, or if the
required specifications are not met, then the product is considered contaminated. Proper
documentation not only enables traceablllty, but also allows a complete product recall
from the market, if necessary.

Inspection and validation are required to prove that the manufacturing and testing
equipment is functional. All operational methods and procedures must also be inspected
for accuracy. Most companies do this voluntarily through internal audit processes.

However, beyond the field of manufacturing, good practice must be adhered to in all
processes in a pharmaceutical company. No process can be considered isolated from the
others. For example, laboratory and manufacturing processes cannot be regarded
separately. A holistlc approach looks at all these environments to make sure that the
entire process meets high industry standards.

Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are written and used by companies to make i{
easier for them to follow GxP These are a set of written instructions to maintain
performance and results. They are also the basis of every good quality assurance and
quality control system.
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According to the text, which answer is not correct?

r Why is product sampl ing carr ied out?
a To introduce product quatity.

b To check product quality.

c To make sure SOPs are followed.
d To meet high industry standards.

z Which aspect of drug manufactur ing enables traceabi l i ty?
a qual i ty assurance
b qual i ty control
c hol ist ic approach
d documentat ion

3 Why do operat ional methods and procedures have to be val idated?
a To complete the qual i ty assurance process.
b To make sure products perform their  intended funct ion.
c To complete the inspect ion process.

d To isolate products of high quatity.

2 Gomplete the following sentences with the correct word or expression in bold from the text in
exercise l

r  The documentat ion required for al l  research processes and development steps ensures the

of a d rug.

zA considers [aboratory and manufactur ing processes and environments

together and not individual ly.

I Quatity involves al l  manufactur ing processes in GMP which make sure the

goods produced are kept at high standards.

4 Qual i ty invotves inter im and product sampl ing procedures, which are carr ied

out to check product quat i ty.

5 At the end of every stage of a product's manufacturing process, is done to

maintain quat i ty standards.

6 Even a product that has been marketed for years might have to be taken off the market in a

if serious adverse reactions occur.

7 Manufactur ing processes and procedures must go through periodic

guarantee that they are st i l l  ofan acceptable standard.

products are no longer pure and acceptable for sale or publ ic use and,

to

therefore, must be returned to the manufacturer, or destroyed.
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3 ln order to comply with the internal audit requirements for Good Laboratory Practice (GtP) of
the European Medicines Agency (EMEA) for pharmaceutical firms, Berner Pharmaceuticals ltd
needs to complete an audit of their current laboratory safety systems and procedures. Read the
mem.o from the Quality Assurance Internal Auditing Department and answer the questions.

Date:

To:

From:

Subject:

Cc:

Attachment:

- Interoffice Memorandum -

Monday

Philip Reuter, Laboratory Management

joseph Mason, Quality Assurance Intemal Auditing

Annual audit of SOPs for laboratory safety

Richard Jacobs, Senior Quality Auditor; Gail Webber Operations Auditor

Audit checHi.*t for laboratory systerns and procedures (see P' 86)

This memo is to advise you that your department has been scheduled for a periodic audit of the

laboratory safety systems and procedures'

The timetable for the various laboratory audits is as follows:

Laboratory l: Tuesday and Wednesday

Laboratory 2: Wednesday and Thursday

Laboratory 3: ThursdaY and FridaY

please make sure that all the laboratory staffare advised and prepared in accordance with

standard audit procedure. Two members of our audit team (Richard Jacobs and Gail webber)

will begin this internal audit on Tuesday, two weeks from tomorrow, using the latest comPany-

approved audit checklist (see attachment)'

The completed checklist and original audit results will be reviewed with you and the Research

andDevelopmentVicePresident.ourgoalistoidentifyanyareasrlcuiin'scorrectiveor

preventive action before o r*r*-u.y..port of the status of these actions is issued' This is done

,o 
"rro.. 

compliance with industry standards' especially for safety procedures'

please confirm receipt ofthis memo and send us a copy ofall your correspondence with regard

to this scheduled audit.

J. Mason

What kind of internal audit  has been scheduled?

What is the object ive of this audit?

How often does this type of audit have to be done?

When wi l l the audit  take place?

What documentat ion is necessarV for the audit?

3

4

5
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Does your company also have planned or scheduled audits? l f  so, for which areas and how often
are they carried out?
Have you ever been part of an internal audit? What did you do?
What kind of special procedure(s) does your company fo[[ow for internal audits?

CAPA

Corrective Action/Preventive Action (CAPA) is a part of the overal[ Quality Management System (QMS)
required for GMP. lt focuses on the systematic investigation of non-conformance events (errors or
deviations), to prevent their occurrence (for preventive action) or recurrence (for corrective action).

usEFuL PHBASiS- - il{foRmmG

This ... is to advise ... that ...
The... witt be reviewed ...
Our goal is to ...
... department is scheduled for...

The ... is as follows: ...
Please make sure that ...
Please send us...
Please tonfirm ...

4 Match the tasks on the left with the phrases on the right.

r I
zI

3[

4n

5i l
6f l

7n

8I

You state the reason for a memo.

You state the objective ofa course
of act ion.

You say the planned schedule.

You ask for verification of some
information.

You need to have a copy ofsomething.

You say which department in the
company is involved.

You say what areas wi l t  be audited.

You say what should be done.

Please send us . . .

This memo is to advise you that. . .

Our goal is to ...

The laboratory procedures will be
reviewed.. .

Please confirm ...

Please make sure that. . .

ff.:1,ffi1'.'J,'Ji,l : :' u " "'''
The timetable is as follows ...

a

b

c

d

e

f
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5 Complete the memo to your own staff. Let them know about an upcoming audit. Use the Useful
Phrases from page 3r.

Date:

To:

From:

Subject:

Cc:

Attachment:

This memo

(your company)

- Interoffice Memorandum -

I that your department has been scheduled for a periodic

audit oflaboratory safety systems and procedurqq,

The timetable for the various laboratory audits is as follows:

Building l: Tuesday and Wednesday

Building 2: Wednesday and Thursday

2 that all the employees 3re informed and prepared in accordance with

standard audit procedure. Two members of our audit team (
(nmes)

will carry out this internal audit from to _, using the latest company-
(dat€) (date)

approved audit checklist.

The completed checklist and original audit results I with you and the Director

ofLaboratory Management, to identifr areas requiring corrective or preventive action before a report of

the status of these corrective or preventive actions is issued. 1 is to identifr and

correct any quality system defects and to assure compliance with industry standards, especially for

laboratory procedures.

5 receipt of this memo and

correspondence with regard to this scheduled audit.

6 a copy ofall your
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Listen to a laboratory stalt meetlng in which preparations for an intemal audit of laboratory
safety procedurcs are discuss€d. Are the statements Vue (r') or false (,x)?

r I fnis is a planned audit.

z I fhe auditors will be giving information to the
lab technicians during the audit .

3 [  One of the tab technicians wi l lbe in London
during the audit .

a I  The laboratory staffwi l lonty be cleaning the
laboratories to prepare for the audit.

5 [  The junior lab technicians wi l l  be cleaning the
laboratories and checking the workstation
equipment l ists.

7 Complate the sentences wlth words from the bor.

\
checklist. finding. non-compliancerr',observt|,i safety"r short r updated. upto,date

Advance notice of this meeting was very

workers are guaranteed.

Auditors generally watch or

procedures make sure that the health and well-being of laboratory

safety procedures in the lab.

To ensure that laboratory workers are asked certain questions about safety procedures, auditors

use a

5 lf  any is observed during the audit, the department will be informed

so they can take corrective action.

6 Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are on a regular basis, often

after an audit has been carried out.

7 Scientists often read journals and go to international conferences, because they need to stay

in their scientific fields.

8 Any observation or noted by the auditors is categorized as either

1

2

3

4

maior, minor, or critical.
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| 8 What kinds of questions about laboratory safety systems and procedures might be asked durlng

' an internal audlt procedure? Write down examples from your own company.

2

3

4

5

lii 9 Listen to a conversation between an asditor and two tab technicians during an audit of safety
YY'
i procedures in a laboratory, and answer the questions.

r  What department is Gai lWebber from, and what is her job?

z What must be done i f  non-comptiance is observed?

3 What are Charlie's and Jennifer's job titles?

4 Name some items of protective clothing that must be worn in the laboratory.

ASK|r{G QUESTTOI{S DURilG A1{ AUDTT

Talkingto staff
What is your name?
What is your iob?
What is your supervisor's name?
What is your supervisor's job?

Asking about processes and procedures
How have you been trained to perform this procedure?
How much time does it take to complete this part of the process?
What special procedures must be followed in a laboratory?
What special procedures must be followed for this process?

Asking about possible actions taken
How do you handle toxic waste in the lab?
How do you handle the transportation of animals in the lab?
What would you do if you got a toxic substance on your lab coat?
What would you do if you noticed non-compliance with safety procedures by a colleague?
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10 Practise asking and answering audit guestions with a partner. Use the laboratory clothing and
equipment from the list below and the U*ful Phrases oR Fage 34.

. eye bath

. gas mask
r hairnet
. laboratory coat
r latex gloves
. overshoes
o safety glasses/goggles
r safetV gloves
. bins for toxic substances

1l Read part of the internal audit report done on the three laboratories at Eerner Pharmaceuticals.
There are ftve non-compliance areas which were observed by auditors facobs and Webkr.

Berner Pharmaceuticals Ltd Internal Audit Report - Friday 13 June 2010

Purpose and Annual audit of safety procedures in all laboratories
area description:

Major facts: Although there were no serious instances of non-compliance, a number of
incidents of undesirable conditions and practices were observed. These need
to be corrected before the follow-up review in 30 days.

a) Six laboratory techrricians wore unsuitable clothing and safety equipment.
b) one lab assisiant did not wash her hands after a procedure involving mice.
c) Times of the experiments were not entered on two of the daily lab reports.
d) Mice were transported in open cages (in public) to a second lab.
e) Improper disposal of toxic waste material was recorded.

A review of the procedures in Labs |, 2, and 3 will be carried out . . .

Observations:

Follow-up:

l{ow match the areas of non-compliance found

Non-compliance areas

r ,- ,  improper clothing/safety equipment

z i  -  improper hygiene after handl ing animals

3 i  ;  improperdocumentat ion

4 i  ,  improper transportat ion of lab animals

S i- l  improper disposal of  toxic waste

by the euditors with their obsarvations.

Auditors' observations

d

b

c

o

chemicals found in normal waste bins

lab mice moved outdoors in open cages

safety gloves too big, no safety goggles

no recording of experiment t imes

hand-washing or sanit iz ing forgotten
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SUGGESTIl{G CORRECTlVE ACTIOl{

Neutral
I suggest you put 'No toxic waste'on the bin.
My suggestion is that we redo the equipment l ist.
My.recommendation is to talk to the lab workers.
It might be possible to relocate the equipment.

Strong
The only solution is to rethink the process.
I strongly suggest that we try to prevent it in future.
I 'm convinced we must repeat the last tests.
It is absolutely essential to learn the safety rules.

t2 Write five suggestions for corrective action to solve the safety problems in the Berner
Pharmaceuticals labs (see exercise fl). Use the Useful Phrases above.

1

tj Read ercerpts from Berner Pharmaceuticds'SOP on laboratory procedures. Then match them to
warning signs a-e.

Always use
cages to

lab animals!

3

4

5

r I

z i )

3T

4n
5n

Al[ toxic waste materials must be disposed of properly.

Good sanitary hygiene must be practised by all lab staff.

Protective clothing must be worn in the labs at alltimes.

Lab animals must be transported in covered cages.

Eye protection must be worn as signposted.

@
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Dtscusslt{G soPs - PRocEssEs, PRocEDuREs, DocutEl{TATtolt, TtmlilG

Requesting information
Please describe the procedure for the ... process.
Would you please clarify how you ... ?
Could you explain the procedure for the documentation of ... ?

Asking questions
What are the guidelines for... ?
How often do you have to ... ?
What special procedures do you follow for ... ?
How would you ensure good hygiene in the laboratory?

Formulating SOP guidelines
Proper protective clothing and safety equipment must be worn at all t imes.
Proper safety procedures must be carried ouf by laboratory staff.
Toxic or hazardous materials must be disposed of properly.

Note: SOPs often use the following structure: must or should be +verb.

Formulate SOP guidetines. Conyert the following sentences.

Example: Use safety SOPs for working with laboratory animals.
Safety SOPs must be used for working with laboratory animals.

r Perform a[]work with virus-infected animals in the bio-safety cabinet.

z Use disinfectant on equipment following any experiments with [aboratory animals.

3 Wipe up al lchemicalspi t ls in the laboratory immediately.

4 Wear [aboratory gowns or lab coats, latex gloves, and safety glasses at alltimes.

5 Cover small biological agent spitls with a paper towel and treat them with bleach.

6 Document all laboratorv work in accordance with GLP.

75 An internal auditor and a laboratory technician meet to discuss the standard operat:ng
procedures for safety in the laboratory.
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Read the foltowing newspap€r arficle.

Drug contamination: lessons to be tearned?
A few years ago, a wett-known European pharmaceutical company was forced to recatl one
of its drugs due to claims of product contamination. The recall took ptace following reports
from patients that their medication had a strange odour. Several patients from a number of
different countries made the comptaint within a short period of time. A few patients
experienced nausea immediately after taking the medication. Unfortunatety, the drug
manufacturer was unab[e to sayjust how many patients were taking this drug at the time.
However, it estimated the gtobal figure at over 40,000 people.

Immediate investigations showed that samptes of the tabtets contained abnormally
high levets of a harmful genotoxic substance. The contamination was traced back to its
manufacturing ptant. According to reports, it seems that an unanticipated reaction between
the drug's active ingredient and the chemicats used as part of the cteaning processes at the
site was the cause of the contamination.

The company ctaims that a cteaning error was the reason for the entire incident. This ctearty
undertines the danger of underestimating the igrportance of the cteaning process in
pharmaceutical manufacturing. Vatidatidil of cteaning processes is essentiaI in this industry,
because chemical or bacterial contamination of drug products can potentiaU.y Lead to severe
pubtic heatth risks. Regulatory bodies, such as the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and the European Medicines Agency (EMEA), require validation of cteaning processes. In
fact, if there is evidence that a company is trying to save money by reducing their cleaning
activities, these agencies take action.

In the above case, no other products manufactured by the pharmaceutical company were
affected by the mistake and the contamination error was quickty rectified. However, the
recall left seriousty itl patients without proper medicine. The WorLd Heatth 0rganization
recommended that patients try to find a suitabte atternative.

@[
.  What role did pharmaceut icaI manufactur ing processes play in this incident?
. How could the company have avoided this recal[? Consider the role of qual i ty assurance, qual i ty

contro[,  audits,  and inspgct ions.
r  What effect do product recal]s have on a pharmaceut icalcompany?
o Has your company ever been involved in a product recal l?
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Ready for testind in live organisms

Here are some opinions about preclinical and clinical trials. Do you agree or disagree?

r An open day al lows pharmaceut icaI companies to be more
transparent about their  animaI test ing pol ic ies.

z Many people don't  real ize that animaltr ia ls are required by law,
before test ing in humans can take place.

3 Test animals often have better condit ions than farm animals.

4 Part ic ipat ing in cl in ical  t r ia ls is a good way to earn some extra money.

5 |  wouldn' t  t ike to r isk my health as a subiect in cl in ical tr ia ls.

6 Heavy dr inkers are more at r isk than subiects in cl in ical  t r ia ls.

7 Volunteers make a big contr ibut ion to the f ie ld of medicine,
no matter what their  motivat ion is.

8 l f  I  were ser iously i l l ,  I  would def ini tely take part  in a cl in icaI study.
I t  could be my last hope!

Agree

it

Disagree

l l

- - t
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t During an internship at Vine Pharmaceuticals, ttiki, a lab
technician, is learning about preclinical and ctinical testing.
She has found some general information on the Internet
about requirements before an investigational drug can be
tested in human volunteers. Complete the text with words
from the box.

active r administer . development r formulalg o puritV

In the precl inical  stage of drug development,  an invest igat ional drug must be tested

extensivelv in the laboratorv. This isto ensure it wiltbe safe to 1

to humans. Testing at this stage can take from one to five years and must provide information

about the pharmaceut ical  composit ion of the drug, i ts safety,  and how the drug wit t  be

formulated and manufactured.

Preclinical Technology: Du rin g the p recli n ica I '  ofa drug,

laboratory tests document the effect of  the invest igat ionaldrug in l iv ing organisms ( in vivo),

and in cet ls in a test tube ( in vi t ro).

Chemistry, Manufacturing and Controls (CMC)/Pharmaceutics: The results of preclinical

testing are used by experts in pharmaceutical methodsto determine how to

best r  the drug for i ts intended cl inical  use. For example, a drug

that is intended to act on the sinuses may be formulated as a t ime-release capsule, or as a

nasaI spray. Regulatory agencies require testing that documents the characteristics -

chemical composit ion, a , guality, and potency - of the

drug's 5 ingredient,  and of the formulated drug.

Pharmacology/Toxicology: Pharmacology is the study of drugs and the body's reaction to

drugs. Toxicotogy is the study of the potential risks to the body.

The results of al l test ing must be provided to the FDA in the United States and/or other

appropriate regulatory agencies in other countries in order to obtoin permission to begin

ct inicaI test ing in humans. Regulatory agencies review the specif ic tests and documentat ion

that are required in order to proceed to the next stage of development.
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Use information from the text in exercise 1 to answer the foltowing questions.

a How long can it take to finish the preclinical stage?

b What needs to be documented in laboratory tests?

141

2

c What do regulatory agencies require?

d What is the difference between pharmacologicaI and toxicologicalstudies?

e When can a pharmaceutical company start clinicaltesting in humans?

3 Hnd the word In ltallcs in the text on pege 4o whlch means!

a receive, get

b demand

c make sure

4 Complete the table uslng a word from the text In exerclse r.

d fix conclusively

e possible

f  goon

verb

noun permission

intend

administration

document

formulation

inform
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5 iliki is informing a new trainee about what she has learned regarding a certain investigational
drug at Yine Pharmaceuticals. Complete the excerpt using the correct form of the words in
erercise 4.

First of all, it is the I of the company to complete the preclinical trials

by the end of the year. After that, regulatory agencies have to give

to commence with the clinical testing in humans, which is also done at our company. But before

that can happen, our scientists determine how to 3 the active ';

4:pharmaceutical ingredient into a suitable administration form. We have to

each step ofevery test very thoroughly before the regulatory agencies give their approval to

proceed to the next stage. The 5 must show that the

"'n"'"":':.:,ru 
::Tj::::_:::=:*-$. e,i, #!*.# ds *Fs*_=:=s:-+=#* sEdF sF*.

AUDIO

41 Now listen and checkyour answers.
vt
ro 

oEscRrBr.c A pRocEss (pql t)

The passive is often used to describe a procesq*We u9e it because it focuses on the action, rather than
on the person or thing (agent) doing the action. Often the agent is unclear, unknown, or irrelevant.

An experiment carried out/conducted/done/performed.
A triaUstudy

ts/was
A drug absorbed/administered/formulated/manufactured/

prescribed/taken.

The data provided/transmitted.

Anumberofexper iment,  
are/wer€ 

conducted/done/performed.
SeveraI tests

The criteria can met.
must be

A study will carried out/ conducted/done/performed.

O Complete the sentences about preclinical development using the correct form of the verbs in
the box.

be administered . be conducted e be determined . be formulated . be provided o be used

r We started the trial after tests on investigational drugs in vivo and in
vitro over a period of up to five years.

z Last year, results of preclinical testing
formulat ion of the intended drug.

to come up with the best
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to the appropriate regulatory authorities.

as a cream.4 A drug intended to act on the skin can

5 Potent ial  r isks to humans in toxicitv studies.

6 The requirements of drug bioavai labi l i ty determine how i t  wi l l to humans.

llow describe an SOP or process in your company using the phrases above.

H 7 Miki has been invited to ioin an impromptu lab meeting about drug substance ilPP oroo98,

? which is being tested in dogs. iliki, Linda, an animal caretaker, fake, a biological lab technician,
and their supervisor, Roger, are talking about a problem. Listen to the conversation and decide if

the statements below are true (rz), false (rv), or not mentioned (-).

r  Someone told Linda that the dogs were vomit ing. n

z Some dogs were not affected negatively by the drug substance. l_]

3 Linda doesn't know if the animals in the control group are affected. t]

4 Dogs are more sensit ive than mini-pigs. I

5 The study protocol wi l l  have to be changed. I

6 Roger will contact the study director by the end ofthe day. L_'.

z Miki  is going to wri te the report  on what happened. f f

THE !i lS AilD OUTS OF CLrt{|CAL TR|AIS s

A chemistry lab technician assists chemists and chemical engineers using chemicals and related products,
whereas a biolory lab technician works with l iving organisms.

A control group in preclinical studies is a group of test animals that is not exposed to the medication under
study. In an experiment, this group is treated just l ike the other animals, but does not receive the active
ingredient. This group is then compared with the treated animals in order to validate the results of the test.

low-dose/mid-dose/high-dose groups are three groups of animals which receive different concentrations
of the medication under study.

In preclinical triats, at least two different animal models are necessary:
r Testing is done in rodents (e.9. mice, rats, but also rabbits, and/or guinea pigs).

z Testing is then carried out in animats which have systems more similar to humans, e.g. dogs, mini-pigs,
and/or monkeys.

The active ingredient can be tested in humans only after these tests have been successfully completed and
authorization has been given.
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G ETTI XG I 1I FORTATI OII A1{ D TIAI(I lIG SUGG ESTIOI{S

Asking for and clarifuing information Making suggestions Responding to suggestions

Could somebody fit l  me in on ... ? | suggest making... I ' l l  let you know what we come up with.
I 'd t ike to know what has happened. I suggest we take ... I 'm not sure I agree with you on that.
Does that mean ... ? We could consider trying...
I have heard ... . ls that correct? So, we'd better test ...

8 Unscramble the words. tlake questions or sentences to ask for and ctarify information,
make suggestions, and respond to suggestions. Note that each time there is one word you

do not need.

r f i l l  in me Could somebody is what on the problem there's please ?

z correct does i t  the dogs ls responding that aren' t  to the drug

3 need to figure we which animalgroup First, out is receiving what concentration

4 could We consider test ing group withbut another animals of

5 would know to prefer mini-pigs I use dogs instead of Personally,

6 later know we come with I' l l trials let up you what

Z we put have the would to I change study protocol imagine

9 Choose one of the situatlons below, or think of one at your company. Then follow the flowchart
to discuss this subiect with a partner. Use the Useful Phrases above.

Situat ions: -  The amendment to a study protocol has not been signed.
- The body weight of the animals has not been fitled out for Day 3.
- Atl the mice in the study have started scratching themselves.

PartnerA Partner B

Ask what is wrong Explain

Ask for clarification Give details and suggest a solution

Reject the solution OR Agree and summarize
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10 Roger needs to write the required amendment. Here are Linda's notes, which sum up the points in

the meeting. Read her notes, and match the sentence halves to make a summary of the meeting.

Natar
'[he gewral hzalth of thz drys was

rEularly chukd. Iw addituw, thL

overall appearante and behaio*r of

each anivnal vJl$ asse.tsed twitc a day'

OwDaY 2, htv',lever, abwrYxalLier

rEardin4 fiod cow*tvtPiwn were

ob s ewcd sht rtly after ad wtntstrattovt

iw the hgh-dose 7rouP.'the dogs food

cownmpiow Nat Louter, whereas thelr uldter

cowwrtphtw was hryher.'the dogt started retchtvg and

vomttwtg otn'd were separated to allow closer obsewaiwn' No

other clinjrat sYrnPtovn"t vlcrc obsewed' thtvglt'

Iw coupartsow v,ltrl4 the' tngh-dose Sroupt' animak Lw the

Low-dose lwd tuLd'doseJroups sfuwed w cltni'cal sYvulttwu

at qLL.

r  I  fhe anima]s that showed cl inicalsymptoms

z I  Ct inica]symptoms in the high-dosegroup

I fne general  health and behaviourofthe
dogs

[ ruo major cl in ical  symptoms

Adding a relevant point
ln addition,/Additionatty, ...
... not only... , but also ...
Besides,...
Furthermore,...

were checked twice a day.

were separated to be watched more
intensively.

were found in the low- and mid-dose groups.

a

b

d were discovered soon after administration.

l{ow write a short summary of the situation you discussed in exercise 9.

ultftf,G toE^s

Certain words are added to make additional points, or to compare or contrast ideas.

Making a comparison or a contrast
... , whereas...
... , while
... (even) though
However, .../But ...

tl Underline the linking words and phrases In Linda's not$ In exerclse ro.
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t2 Use the ryord or phrase in brackets to link the two ideas. tn some cases you wilt still have two
sentences.

r There were no cl in ical  f indings in the mid-dose group. The high-dose-group animals showed
c.tinical symptoms. (while)

z The pulse rate was increased. The blood pressure was high. (not only . . .  but also)

3 There were no cl in ical  f indings in the oral  administrat ion studies. There were cl in ical f indings in
the intravenous-dose studies. (however)

4 Mini-pigs are easy to handle. Rhesus monkeys are difficult to work with. (whereas)

5 The drug was well tolerated by rats. lt did not have any effect on blood pressure. (furthermore)

t3 After getting a close insight into preclinical testing, ttiki woutd tike to know what comes next,
and asks a colleague for help. She gets tbe fotlowing emai[.

From: jill.sanders@VinePharmaceuticals.com
To: miki.takashi@VinePharmaceuticals.com
Re: Phases in Clinical Testinq

Dear Miki
At lunch yesterday you asked me to send you some general information on clinical trials. Here is a rough
summary that might be useful.

Phase I Trials: These are studies which are performed to evaluate the safety of drugs in healthy people,
and to determine the pharmacological properties of drugs. They are done to find out how the drug reacts in
the body. Toxicity, metabolism, absorption, and excretion are observed and documented.

Phase ll Trials: These are controlled studies conducted to evaluate the efiectiveness of the drug in a
particular indication and to determine possible side efiects and risks. These studies are performed on
volunteers and a number of patients with the target disease or disorder. In this phase, testing determines
the safety and efficacy of the drug in treating the condition and establishes the minimum and maximum
effective dose.

Phase lll Trials: After gaining evidence that the drug is effective, these controlled and uncontrolled trials are
carried out to obtain additional information to evaluate the overall benefit-risk relationship of the drug. In
this phase, a large group of patients is studied and closely monitored by physicians for efficacy and any
adverse events after long-term exposure to the drug.

Phase lV Trials: These are post-marketing studies after getting approval for general sale. They are carried
out in order to gather further information about the drug's safety, efficacy, and optimal use.

Hope this helps. Call me if you need anything else.

Best wishes
Jit l
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Which phase does each description belongs to?

r Phase is performed after there is preliminary evidence that the drug is effective.

z In phase , the lowest and highest doses are determined.

3 Phase is the first phase in which patients with the target disease or disorder take part.

In phase

Phase

, further information regarding the ideal use of the drug is col [ected.

is the final phase before getting marketing approval.

It{slDE cl| l{tcAt TRTALS

An adverse event is any abnormal medical occurrence in
a patient or clinical trial subject after a medicinal product
has been administered. lt does not necessarily have a
causal relationshio with the medicinal oroduct.

Adverse reaction refers to a[[ abnormal and unintended
responses to an investigational medicinal product
related to any dose administered.

In a controlled study, one group of test subjects is
exposed to the substance, while the control group is not.
Test sub.iects in the treatment group receive the
medication under study, whereas the control group
receives either a standard medication or a placebo. The
results are then compared to determine the heatth
effects ofthe substance being studied. Uncontrolled
clinical trials do not have a comparison group.

The clinical trials for RFI rooo89 wero successful and the documents can be submitted. For this
reason, Vine Pharmaceuticals has arranged a mock inspection to prepare for an upcoming visit
by the regulatory authorities. Listen to part of the inspection and circle the correct ending to the
sentences below.

r The inspector wants to look at
a an instruct ion manual.
b the detai led data gathered during the cl in ical  t r ia l .

z The inspector
a did not accept the documentat ion about the change in temperature.
b considered the incorrect change to the documentation to be minor.

3 In order to solve the problem

a the temperature was increased.
b the temperature was decreased.

;: 14
cf
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REQU ESTI lIG I 1{ FONTATIOI{ ATD RESPO]I DI TG DIRECTTY

Givlng informatlon at lnspections
Here are the documents you requested.
I ' l l  get it immediately.
You can find this on page three.
The change is crossed out, init ialled, and dated.
Let me explain in more detail ...
I can give you more specific information on ...

Exptaining and iustifying decisions
Let me demonstrate ...
We had no alternative but to ...
I assure you ...
You can rest assured that we will ...
That led to...
This way, you can/will avoid ...

t5 Who would say this during an inspection, the expert (E) or the inspector (l)?

r l'll send for that immediately. n

z Howdoyouaccountforthechange? [

3 You can rest assured that this won't happen again. n

4 lf you check page six you'll find it at the bottom of the page. n

5 lt was initialled and dated by Dr Svenson. I

6 Where can | find the change that was made? f-l

t6 Find a phrase in the dialogue in exercis€ r4 whlch means:

r Have a look at ...

z What's your explanation for ... ?

3 | assure you ...

4 We have made a change due to ...

5 Do I understand correctly? You want me to ...

6 This is how you stop ...
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Richard Thompson, the expert responsible for the proiect, is hosting Paut Witliams, a
consultant, for a mock inspection. Work rrith a partner and rote-ptay the inspection.

Paut lttliltiams Richard Thompson

Ask for current study protocol Hand over document

Ask about documentat ion ofa change

Refer to a mistake in documentation

Warn about possible problems with authorities

Ask for explanation ofthe change

Confirm

Show satisfaction with explanation

Move on to next subiect

Say where to find it

Accept warning

Double-check request

Explain the change

in the family.

z He missed five davs of work because of

sensitive/sensible

3 Dogs are more to drugs than mini-pigs.

4 l twasa decision to cancel the tr ia l .

of the new ointment right away.
affect/effect

5 | felt the

6 The active ingredient currently being tested seems to

shortly/briefty

the kidneys.

Z The adverse event occurred after the inject ion.

8 The tr ialdirector spoke to his staffabout the current status ofthe tr ia l .

t9 Work with a partner. Read out the definitions in your Partner File, but do not read out the term in

' )arl.ef 
A File 4, p. 17

Pi{ tnef  B f i le 4,  p / t }

18 The following words are often confused. Put the correct one into the sentences. lf necessary,
look back in the unit. At least one word of each pair has been used in this unit.

il lness/disease
r There is a history of lung

botd. Can your partner give you the correct term?
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Read the foltowing newspaper article.

Experimental Drugs on Trial

The parents of a 2l-year-old woman

challenged the FDA. Th.y took the

authoritl'to court after their daughter had

died of cancer. The parents firmly believe

that their daughter might have had

a chance of surviving if she had been

given access to a potentially life-saving

experimental cancer drug that her doctor

had recommended.

Many terminally ill people fall victim to

the 'therapeutic misconception that the

objective of trials is to cure them. In truth,

clinical trials are mainly aimed at answering

scientific questions. In general, their goalis

to gather statistics to determine whether an

experimental drug is safe and effective.

On the whole, subjects in a trial must

be willing to be randomly assigned to either

the group which receives the unapproved

medication or the one which gets a placebo.

This is the only way to make sure

clinical trials serve a scientific purpose.

Subjects also have to be aware that

the pharmaceutical company which is

sponsoring the clinical trial can stop the

trial at any time.

Do terminally ill patients have the legal

right to try to prolong their lives by taking

experimental drugs? The FDA has a clear

position on this subject. It maintains that it

would be difficult to find a sufficient

number of patients to participate in clinical

trials if it were possible to obtain the drug

without actually being a subject in a trial.

The safety and efficacy of a drug can only

be determined by conducting rigorous

clinical trials, according to the FDA.

G@[
ls  i t  ethicatty just i f iabte to deny terminal ly i l l  pat ients access to potent ial ly l i fe-saving, experimental
drugs and medicine?
Would easier access to experimental  drugs have an effect on obtaining rel iable data on the safety
and eff icacy ofthe drugs?
What can authori t ies do to provide termina[[y i t t  pat ients with drugs that could hetp them?



Drug safety and regulatory affairs

Tick the department which is responsible for each of the following tasks:

r  Report ing an adverse drug react ion to health authori t ies.

z Submitt ing documents needed to obtain market ing
approval for a drug.

3 Monitor ing and evaluat ing suspected side effects.

4 Responding to a physician's report .

5 Compil ing dossiers for submission to authori t ies.

6 Wri t ing the drug information for the pat ient.

lVllAT lS PHARi'IACOVIG I t-lHCg?

The Greek word 'pharmaco' (medicine) and the
Latin term 'vigitantia' (watchfulness) were put
together to form the word pharmocovigilonce.
Government agencies, pharmaceutical
companies, and healthcare professionals work
together to monitor and evaluate suspected
side effects of medicines to improve the safety
ofdrugs in use.

Drug Safety

-

Regulatory Affairs

Why do healthcare professionals and pharmaceutical companies keep records of unerpected
reactions to drugs?
How much should patients know about possible side effects before taking medication? Why?

'aaaa
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t Read the following reporl

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS OF TAKING DRUGS

Side effect - any unintended reaction caused bv a
drug or medical treatmenr. This term is rrsej bv
the general public, but is often avoided bv
medical authorities.

Adverse event - an unwanted medical occurrence
which a patient experiences during treatment.
This may or may not be a side effect of a drug.

Serious adverse event (SAE) - an adverse event
that threatens life, requires or prolongs
hospitalization, or results in death.

q
{

I

f
/

f

:

Doctor's report:

On24Dec 2010, a woman of unknown age, Maria Gallois, fainted after developing a

sudden, severe skin rash and inflammation all over her body.

Ms Gallois, the well-known opera singer, lost consciousness 30 minutes before she had

planned to go on stage. She was taken*to hospital and regained consciousness an hour

later. She reported that she had not had anything to eat except some chocolate four hours

before. In addition to small, red, itching spots all over her body, she also reported a racing

heart, a headache, and insomnia after starting on MensamintrM three weeks previously. At

the hospital, the patient showed evidence of hyperactivity, accompanied by confusion and

agitation. Subsequently, MensamintrM was discontinued, but the symptoms persisted until

a strong sedative was administered. After 24 hours, all symptoms except for a mild skin

irritation had subsided and the patient was discharged from hospital. Some symptoms are

suspected side effects of MensaminfM.

Vital signs: temperature 100'F (38.8 "C) and blood pressure 160/110

Knownallergies: peanuts,penicillin

Current medications: two 100 mg MensamirfrM lozenges taken once daily for improved

short-term and long-term memory.

Mimifem oral contraceptive 0.2 mg daily.

The patient has a history of hlryertension, mild heart palpitations, high adrenalin levels,

and often suffers from insomnia.

Frede.rirk /vI. WrgW
Frederick M. Wright, MD
Attending Physician
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l{ow answer the following questions.

r What were the patient's symptoms before
she was admitted to hospita[?

2 How was she treated by her physician?

3 What was her condit ion when she was
discharged from the hospita[?

What evidence points to Mensominfil as the cause of the symptoms?
What evidence suggests that other factors may be responsible for the symptoms?

2 ilatch the following symptoms in bold in the doctor's report with their definitions.

3 Gonnect the following sentence halves. Then put them in the correct order to make a case report.

1 n A report received from the patient's sister a the attending physician reduced the dosage
to ro mg per day.

b and the symptoms cannot be ruled out.

r I hypertension

z I rash

3 [ palpitation

4 [  insomnia

5 [  inf lammation

e I  i tching

7 [ irritation

z I Rfter having taken Mensamlntrv,the
patient experienced

3 n A correlation between MensomintrM

a I ffre patient has now comp]etely

5 [ nter examining the patient,

Correct order:

a .  s leeplessness

b generaldiscomfort ,  bad feel ing

c red, warm, and swollen

d you feel like you want to scratch

e heart  racing

f high blood pressure

g a lot of spots on the skin

headaches and insomnia.

indicated that she had a historv of
hypertension.

recovered and is back on stage.

c

d
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REPORTIl{G SEVERE ADVERSE EVEIITS TO HEATTH AUTHORITIES

Pharmaceutical companies use detai ls from doctors'reports to inform the authorit ies in a case report.

4 Pharmaceutical companies have to submit a Safety Information and Adverse Event Report to the
FDA and to the local authorities immediately. The medical director of your company asks you to
complete the form based on the doctor's report on page 52. Complete section 8.5 of the FDA form
using the phrases below.

Patient history
The patient has a history of ...
A report was received from the physician indicating

that. . .
Before the event, the patient was on the fottowing

medication: ...

Description of adverse event
After examining the patient, the physician ...
After taking (drug), the patient experienced ...
At the time of the report, the patient's condition

was/remained unchanged.
At the time of the report, the patient was

recovering/had com pletely recovered.
This event led to the oatient's death.

a a history of
b a report was received
c after examining the pat ient

d al lsymptoms had subsided
e be ruled out
f  was concomitant ly taking

Drug information
... are known/suspected side effects of this drug.
tL;rrg1 v735 administered for {c*ndi t ion).
Eye drops were insti l led.
A bandage/cream/lot ion/ointment was appl ied

(to the skin).

Assessment of adverse event
iDrugi is (not) betieved to be related to the event.
An interaction between (drug x) and {drug y) was

suspected.
A correlation between (drug) and (symptom) can/

cannot be ruled out.

g correlation between
h showed evidence of
i suspected side effects
j the patient reported
k vi tals igns
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HEATTH AUTHORTTIES AilD USEFUL TERTS

The names of heatth authorit ies and other terms used in pharmacovigilance are often
shortened. Here are some typical examples:

EMEA European Medicines Agency (EU)
FDA Food and DrugAdministration (US)
MHRA Medicines and Healthcare Products RegulatoryAgency (UK)

PSUR Periodic Safety Update Report
SAE Serious Adverse Event

QPPV Qualif ied Person Responsible for Pharmacovigilance

5 The FDA form has been submitted to the authorities. A meeting with the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO), the tedicat Dlrector, and the RegulatoryAffairs tanager is planned to discuss this SAE.
Tick the topics which you think they witl discuss at the meeting.

I approvat process

f cl inicaltr ial

I doctor's report

I last audit report

I QualityAssurance

I soes

A llow listen to the meeting in which Karl (CEO), Fred (Head of Regulatory Affairs), and Caroline
v (Head of Pharmacovigitance) dlscuss the SAE and its implications for the company. Are the

followlng statements true (r') or false (t)?

r I There are two dosage forms of MensomintrM currently on the market.

z I The serious adverse event is clearly linked to Mensamintrv.

3 I The documentation for the new dosage form of MensamintrM wilt be submitted to the
authori t ies soon.

4 I Heart trouble is a known side effect of MensamintrM.
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It could have been due to ...
It is due to pre-existing conditions.
The evidence is conclusive/inconclusive.
A reaction to the product cannot be ruled out.

UNIT 5 Drug safety and regulatory affairs 5?

ASr(txG TBOUT mPUCATTOilS FOR A DRUG

How did the clinical trials go?
What is the status of approval?
How far is it from approval?
Could it jeopardize other products?
What does it mean for the products in the pipeline?

7 Rewrite the fotlowing statements and questions using the Useful Phrases above.

r lt resulted from an old il lness.

z Will it cause problems for other products?

3 Maybe the side effect was a result of taking this product.

4 How soon willwe get permission to put the product on the market?

5 Were the cl in ical tr ia ls successful?

6 The facts neither prove nor disprove this.

7 How willthis affect other products which are not yet on the market?

8 This product may or may not have caused the reaction.
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8 In order to get approval to sell a new drug, a company has to compile detailed documentation
with all the information required by the drug authorities. Match the following sections with
their descriptions.

1

2

4

Administrat ive Data

Common Technical  Document Summaries

Quati ty

Non-cl inical  Study Reports

Cl in icalStudy Reports

a biological ,  chemical,  and pharmaceut icaI documentat ion with manufacture, quat i ty contro[,  and
test ing data

b overviews of qual i ty,  c l in ical ,  and non-cl inical  data

c documentat ion about cl in icaI t r ia ls and post-market ing information

d general  information, such as the market ing authorizat ion appl icat ion form, as wel l  as product
character ist ics and labett ing

e study reports,  pharmacology, pharmacokinet ics, toxicology, and references

PIL VS. PILt

lmportant informat ion for any person taking a drug can be found in the 'PlL '  or  pat ient
informat ion leaf let .  Such informat ion is also cal led the pat ient  leaf let ,  pat ient  packet,  or
package insert. In the US, it is also referred to as a patient information sheet (PlS), or
medicat ion guide.

Note: When you tatk about PlLs, say each letter. lf not, it might be confused with 'pilts'.

-  Here are your pi l ls-
and here is your PII=
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9 Read the email from the Head of Regulatory Affairs and answer the questions below.

From: Fred Crow, Head of Regulatory Affairs

To: Regulatory Affairs staff, especially medical writers

Re: Recent audit, readability, and warnings

Dear RA staff

ljust wanted to give you a brief update on the self-inspection conducted last week by QA.

Most of the results were very positive. lt seems our documentation is of a high standard,

especially with respect to completeness and technical details. However, in terms of

readability, we can still make some improvements in future patient information leaflets. We

need to remember that not only healthcare professionals read these PlLs, but also patients.

In addition, I have noticed something which, I think, some of you can improve on. lt has to

do with drug warnings. Yes, we do need to let patients know of any possible side effects.

But, no, it is not necessary to alarm them unnecessarily. In other words, in future when

describing possible side effects for products in the pipeline, we will need to differentiate

more clearly between frequent and rare risks. ln the case of the latter, we will need to be

less direct in order to increase patient compliance.

Let's talk about these two points at our department meeting on Friday. I will also be asking

Wendy, our senior medical writer, to coach junior staff members.

Best regards

Fred

r What are the strong points in this department's documentation?

z How could i t  improve i ts documentat ion?

3 What effect could a change in the style of language have on patients?
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i ;D 1() Wendy, the senior medical writer in the Regulatory Affairs department, is trainlng f,iark, a iunior
1 i staff member. Both write and translate patient information leaflets. Listen to the dialogue and

add the following headings to the PIL for Mensomintn.

Befsre you take this product o Further information o How to store o How to take/use .
Read this leaflet carefully because it contains information you need to know o
Possible side effects o What the product is, and what it is used for

PATIENT INFORMATION LEAFLET

MENSAMINT*

Keep this leoflet. You moy need lo reod it ogoin. lf you hove further questions, pleose osk your

doctor, phormocist, or heolthcore professionol. This medicine hos been prescribed for you

personolly. Do not poss if on to others, even if their symptoms ore similor to yours.

Mensomint'" is o lozenge to support increosed oncenhotion. Regulor use con leod to o morked

improvemenl of both short-term ond long+erm memory ond logicol thinking skills. The octive substonce
is mensogifotum. Other ingredienis ore peppermint, oil, sugor, tolcum, ond o preservolive.

3

Do not toke Mensomint'" if you ore ollergic to peonuts.
lf you hove o hislory of heorl trouble, consult your doctor before toking.

4

Toke two lozenges o doy, mornings ond eorly ofternoons.

Some potients moy experience loss of sleep if the lozenges ore token too lofe in the doy.

6

Store below 25'C in o dry ploce.

7

Coduceus Phormoceuticols
'l54 Freshfield Street

Milton Keynes
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cryllrc GEi{ERAL ADVTCE glv!]tc STnOilG WAnilri lGS

Mensamintru may cause dizziness. Do not useltake Mensamintril if ...
Mensomintru con interact with other medicines. Stop use and ask a doctor if ...
Like all drugs, this medicine can cause side effects. Keep out of reach of children.
IJse Mensomintru with caution while driving or Tell your doctor immediately/right away if ...

undertaking dangerous activit ies. You must not drive while taking this drug.
It is possible thot you may receive this medicine, or You should not take Mensamrnf rn if you have

an alternative mav be used. a historv of ...

tl Here is some lnformation from the PIL for a new drug called Pogoloxrn. Match the following

sentences halves used in the leaflet.

t PogoloxrM may cause a are allergic to any antibiotics.

z Tellyour doctor right away if b your temperature continues to rise.

3 You must not c operate machinery whi te taking this drug.

4 Do not take Pogoloxru if you d this medicine can cause diarrhoea.

S Stop use of Pogoloxrn immediately e serious l iver damage.

5 Like al l  ant ib iot ics,  f  i f  you exper ience any chest pain.

t2 Ghoose a medicine you know. Write some general advlce (GA) and some strong warnings (5w).
tlark each sentenGe either GA or 5W.

. [___l
l

z [-*l

3 [-_l

4 l--l
- t'----'l
)L I

6[-_l

7 f-l

13 A patient speaks to a drug safety speciallst about current symptoms posslbty related to a drug.

P.{nerA Fi le s.  p. t :

Parlnsr I f i t€ 5, p. /9

Write up a report on the above adverse eyent. Use the doctor's report on pate j5 as a model.
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Read the following newspaper article.

With the advent of online pharmacies, open

borders and uncontrolled chemical laboratories

all over the world, the number of counterfeit

drugs is on the rise, not only in developing but

also in industrialized countries. This lucrative,

organized 'pharmaceutical crime' poses a sub-

stantial threat to public health. For this reason,

some countries are passing stricter regulations

and implementing tagging systems to help trace

the sources. They are also developing better

chemical analysis equipment to quickly deter-

mine tablet content. There is also a danger that

fake pharmacopeias (the pharmacist's'bible')

with incorrect information could be used.

Therefore, in Europe, for example, steps have

been taken to use holograms to prove a

pharmacopeia's authenticity.

Despite more international co-operation in the

fight to stop counterfeit drugs, some countries

have unfortunately not taken action. They are

still treating this problem as if it were about

imitation designer bags, fake watches, or

alligators on T-shirts.

a

a

a

a

In your opinion, how high is the r isk of counterfei t  prescr ipt ion drugs?
Who should try to stop such criminal activity? The industry? The government?
Shoutd onl ine pharmacies be banned, or more t ightty regulated?
Are drugs in your company also tested for authenticity in the case of adverse events?

Fatal fakes - counterfeit medicines
Imagine that it is your job to monitor drug safety.

One day a report with a very unusual adverse

event lands on your desk. It has to do with one of

your well-established blockbuster drugs. Such an

event has never happened to either test subjects

in clinical trials or to any patients recorded in

post-marketing surveillance. Of course, you

investigate this occurrence bylooking for similar

side effects in the documentation and report it to

the authorities. Still, nothing even vaguely

simi,lar can be found for either the API (active

pharmaceutical ingredient) or any of the

excipients. The patient's reaction to this

prescription drug does not even make medical

sense, given the chemicals involved. ,\

fust a freak reaction? Perhaps. Or maybe it has

nothing to do with your medicine. It has the

same packaging, same colour coating, same

bitter aftertaste, but not the same ingredients

inside the pill. Is this a fake drug?

Fake drugs may contain

. a worthless placebo

. a lower concentration of the same active

ingredient

o a similar, but different substance

. a totally different, potentially dangerous

substance.
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Production and packaging

Which of these signs would you erpect to flnd when you visit a pharmaceutical company?
Do you knowwhat they mean?

A self-hetp group for cardiac diseases is visiting RRB Pharmaceuticals. Henry l{aylor, a

representative from Public Relations (PR), welcomes them. Listen and answer the questions.

r  What did RRB produce or iginal ly?

z What are the visitors not allowed to do?

5rE

3 What do they have to do?

4 When can the visitors ask their questions?
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EXPRESS|l{G r$OmEl{TS ilt f lrE

Past Specifying particular moments
When the compony was founded, it only sold While watching the fi[m, ...

one product. During the tour, ...
ln the past we produced everything ourselves.

Present Puttingevents in order
Nowadaysfioday many of our products are produced ... After the meeting has finished, we will ...
Meonwhile, .../ln the meontime, ... Once you have seen the company, you will ...

By the time we met them, the company had ...

2 Undertine the most suitable expression to complete the sentences.

1 In the past, / In the meantime, requirements have reached a very high standard.
z When it was founded, / Nowadays, the company only had one production site.

3 In the meantime, / When it was opened, they have developed a number of well-known products.

4 While / During you are waiting, you can look at these brochures.

5 In the past,  /  Meanwhi le,  our company is one of the ten largest drug companies in Europe.
6 By the time / During the safety film, I will give you more detailed information on the company.

7 Once / While the tour is finished, you wilt figve seen the most important production areas.

l{ow talk about your company.and iob. Use as many of the Useful Phrases above as possible.

3 Put the words into the correct order to make sentences.

r effervescent company to The used powder only produce

z and process uncomplicated simple The be production to used

3 documented use clothing The didn' t  be specif icat ions to

4 regulations strict to company's The safety be didn't so use

5 inspections didn't so authorities be There use many by to
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overshoes

protective shoes

rubber gloves

safety goggles

7

2

3

4

face mask fj

hair covering I

lab coat =

overalls n

5

6

7

8

i ,

t-:
i r

t ,,_l

l l

6'5
16

Do you or others at your company have to wear any protective clothing? Why?

Llsten to Stephanie Baker take the self-help group on a tour of the production facllities.
Tick the protective clothing items mentioned in the list above.

6 UYhich diagram shows the person dressed correctty, according to Stephanie's instructions?
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Grvllrc !ilSTRUCTIO]rS

lf you give instructions in a very direct way, it may sound impolite. Therefore,
it is important to watch your tone of voice, and how you phrase your instructions.

Note that when you tetl people to do something mandatory if you add a simple'please',
it makes your instructions sound much nicer.

e.g. Please remember that the overshoes are only allowed to touch the white orea.

Note that'mustn't 'means that you are not allowed to do something.
e.g. There mustn't be more than three people in the gowning room at a time.

Polite instructions
Could you please ... ? Please remember/Don't forget ...
Would you please... ? Please keep in mind ...
Please make sure that ... l /We need you to ...

d! 7 Listen to the instructlons. Are lhey polite O, or impolite @? Tick the correct answer.

'7  'Or@n 40r@n
,  O[ @n 50u@n
30I@n

Rewrlte the impollte s€ntencer in a pollte way. Practise saying the sentences potitety.

7

Llsten to the tour again. tUhat should Stephanie do dlfferently?

SAIETY VS. SECURITY

Safety is the freedom from danger or harm, whereas security is the
protection from threats, such as attacks or crime.

I Look agaln at the signs at the beginning of the unit, and give appropriate instructlons for them.

1

2

3

4

)
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Now look at these signs. Give appropriate instructions for each one.

r1l n Bl f4latr t rm

30
3

4

5

9 The group moyes on to see the tablet production unit at nnB. look at the diagram below.

! + sieve

flr nuia bed dryer ! s Tablet press

[ 6 rxcess powder remover
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Read the description of the production process, and number the steps according to the diagram.

A I As the tabtets go up a spiral, they are shaken, and the excess powder is vacuumed off.
The pressed tablets are put into a drum and stored unt i t  i t  is t ime to coat them.
In the granulator, the ingredients are mixed to create a wet mixture.
The wet granules are pressed through a sieve on their way to the fluid bed dryer.
The granules are air-dr ied.
The dr ied granules are stamped into a mould to form tablets.
Dry ingredients are weighed and transported to the granulator by the hoist .

DEscRrBrlrc A PRocEss (plnr z)

The passive can also be used when the agent is known or
relevant.
For this, by + agent is added.

The moisture is removed

The granules are transported

10 Ghange these active sentences into passivesentences.

Example: Active: The tabtet press stamps the dried granules into a mould to form tablets.
Passive: The dried granules are stamped into a mould to form tablets.

r The hoist transports dry ingredients to the granulator.

z A strong flow of hot air dries the granules.

BLJ
cE'
Dfl
h L__
FT

by the hot air in the fluid
bed dryer.
by the hoist.

3 A shaker loosens the excess powder.

4 A vacuum system sucks up the excess powder.

5 A drum holds the pressed tablets unt i l  i t  is t ime to coat them.
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After the tour of the tablet production area, the visitors are given a presentation on some

different aspects of the pharmaceutical industry. Listen to part of the presentation Henry Xaylor

is giving to the self-help group on one aspect of compliance. Decide whether the statements are

true (/) or false (X).

r  i  ]  Henry wants the vis i tors to ask their  quest ions at the end of his presentat ion.

z [__] eharmaceut ical  companies have to comply with GMP guidet ines.

3 f ]  Thedi f ferentcolourzonesonthef loorsindicatetheseparat ionofcertainfunct ions.

a [- l  nuthori t ies sometimes come unannounced.

5 [  I  Product ion equipment does not need to be val idated unt i l  i t  is taken into operat ion.

GIVI l {G PRES EI{TATIOl{S

Welcoming the audience
Good morning/afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.

I'm happy to welcome you to our company.

Introducing your topic
Let me give you a brief overview of ...
I 'm here to give you some information on ...
Today, I ' l l  be talking about ...

Signposting
Moving on to the next point, ...
As I mentioned earlier, ...
Coming back to ...
Let me come back to what I said before ...

Adding points
In addi t ion to th is,  . . .
Moreover/ Furthermore. ...
Apart from this, ...

Deating with interruptions
Could I please finish what I was saying?
lf I coutd iust f inish what I was saying ...

Dealing with questions
There witl be time for questions after my talk.
FeeI free to ask questions as we go along.
lf you would l ike to ask anything, go ahead.

Finishing
Finally, I would l ike to add ...
As a. f inal  point ,  I  would t ike to say. . .
To recap, ...
I  hope this has given you an idea about. . .

t2 Now listen again and tick
the phrases you hear in the
box above.
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I 
tf Here are Henry's handwritten notes. Which part of the presentation do they belong to?

a) EnioYwg
ni 

'o i^'z 
b) Cowtwte c) bniLdLvgs' ,

ow to cLatliA'

/) what ts .: packagwg tralnlry 
J

q/'lP? F ""- "'s

e) Iwerruptivg Parb of a Pre^tentatww: a ch?',klirt

OK . 1) Wdcome and introductww _ ff
z) Handlivg qur,,rti^ow - l
3) State the topic _ l
4) Maiw body - L,
5) Sqm.martze _ l
6) Iwite ftrul quertitw - Opw quartitw?
7) Finirl4 - Z

t4 ilow lt's your turn. Ghoose a topic from any * rn" previous units, or from your field of expertise,
and prepare a short presentatbn. Use the checklist.

t5 After Henry's presentatlon, the visitors see the packaging area. He explains that packaging
protects the quality of the products during shipping and storage. Howeyer, there are always
risks lnvolved. Look at the diagram below. What risks would you add?

fl nu P t'---

humidity

..'ti

I
:-A-z

(  R,sK 
)

-,\/\--

I
primary packaging material

Why would they be a risk for the product quatlty?
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t6 Are these primary or secondery peckaging materlalr? Could thcy be both? Write P tot geimaty,
5 for secondary, or B for both.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PACKAGING Primary packaging is the material which
is in direc! confaet with the proAuct

SeconAa.ry paekaging is aoy 7acka9in9
malerial that is r.tot in direct conto"l
wifh fhe product

tT ilatch the types of packaging from exercise i6 wlth thelr descriptions below.

r A(n) is an aerosoldispensing device which releases medicat ion into the mouth

of the patient. The medication is breathed deeply into the lungs, or stays in the mouth or throat.

z A(n) is a type of single-use plastic container, and is used for pharmaceutical
products as well as for other consumer goods. The product is placed in the formed cavity and

sealed by tidding foil. The product is removed by pushing it through the foil.

r A(n) is  a needle attached to a ptast ic tube used for putt ing medicine into the

body or removing btood.

/+ A(n) is  a mult i -use glass container with a twist-on l id.  l t  can hold
pharmaceut icals,  or any kind of f lu ids or sol ids. l t  can be opened and closed several  t imes unt i l

the contents are used up. Sometimes a desiccant is integrated into the cap so that the contents

remain dry.

s A(n) is  a smal l  disposable bag containing an individual dose of the medicine.

It often has a lengthwise perforation which can be torn open.

6 A(n) is a piece of paper attached with adhesive to the primary packaging to

identify it and give details concerning its ownership, nature, and/or use.

Which primary packaging would you recommend for the following mediclne?

CsUgh syrup . nose drops ' ointments ' suppositories r tablets

What products does your company have? What type of packaglng ls used?

i_-J
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18 Which of the verbs in the box are used with the following primary packaging forms? Why?

press . push through . remove . tear o twist

1 Synnge

z sachet

3 blister pack

4|,ar

s inhaler

CH!LDPROOF VS. ELDERLY-ACCESSIBLE

A lot of research is done to make packaging childproof, i. e. a child cannot open it alone. However, at the
same time, the elderly must have easy access to their medication, i. e. it needs to be elderly-accessible.

19 Read the foltowing tert about childproof packaging and unscramble the letters in the brackets
to find the correct word.

The latest i _1 (vatinionson) in childproof packaging nowadays entail sophisticated

'  (sacnihmsem) that are physically easy to open, even for the e 3

(dyelert) or infirm, but that require actions to be'ftrought through in a way small children wou]d not

bec a (aaclbep) of. Psychologists, e :  (gieneesrn),  and designers

have c 6 (bocallradeto) and come up with the fotlowing state-of-the-art features.

l{ow match each container system type to the action needed to use it.

r f-] slide a A closure must be pushed down before it can be
unscrewed.

z [] poke b A first layer must be peeled off a blister before the
drug can be pushed through the second layer.

3 l--l push-screw c A closure must be sgueezed between two fingers
before it can be unscrewed.

4 :- '  squeeze-screw d A container with three buttons that must be al igned in
order to slide off the lid.

5 .] peet-push system e A tube that can only be released by an adutt-length
f inger by pushing an internal catch.

Do you think these types are really elderly-accessible?

20 A group of scientists and technicians are interested in the production and packaging facilities at
your company. Discuss the visit on the phone.

Partner A f t le 6,  p.77

Partner B F!te 5,  p.79
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Readthearticle.

BOY KIt tED BY POTENT PAIN PATCH

A few years ago, a mother was convicted of negligence leading to her son's death. It

was claimed that he had died from a pain medication overdose. Now the woman has

taken measures to ensure that other children do not die the same way.

son later found it and stuck it onto his leg,
just the way he had seen his mother do it.

The authorities became interested in

this case. The boy's death hightighted a
problem that no one had anticipated up to

that time. Because of her sont death, the
young mother demanded that safe-disposal
boxes be inctuded in the packages of

medicated patches. These boxes should
have a smalt slit at the top to discard used
patches and it shoutd be impossible to

open them.
In the meantime, many medications,

especialty those that involve needles, come

with disposat boxes for discarding them.
However, besides a warning about the

effects of the medication, authorities have

unfortunately not made the reguirements
regarding the disposal of potentially

dangerous materials any stricter.
Fortunatety, though, many pharmaceutical

companies have recognized the problem

and now supply boxes for disposal with

their products.

Who do you think is responsible for the boy's death? The mother? The pharmaceutical company?

Someone else?
Do you know of any similar cases involving pharmaceuticaI products?

Pharmaceuticalcompanies are required to package their products in a childproof, but elderly-

accessible way. Why is this so difficult?

A four-year-old boy was found dead after he
had stuck a highty potent, pain-relieving
patch to his teg. His mother was sentenced
to several years' community serviceJor

teaving a used patch in a place ivhere her
young son could have access to it. The
patches had been prescribed for her as

treatment for a serious intestinal disorder.

She claimed that she atways put her

used patches into an empty soda can,

whenever possible. One day, however, she

did not have one available, so she put the

used patch directly into the garbage. Her

a

a
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Test yourself!

See how much vocabulary you have learned. Use the ctues to complete the crossword puzzle.

Across

5 A task performed to fix something wrong.
5 A condition in which a part of the body becomes red, warm, and swollen.

7 A place where a company has its offices and/or factories.
8 An unwanted medicaI occurrence during a cl in ical tr ia l .
7t Paperwork necessary to provide evidence or proof.

t2 A careful study of a substance done before medicine is developed.
74 A written description of changes to a study or trial protocol.

r8 To give or hand in, e.g. a documentation to an authority to obtain authorization.
zz An American drug authority.
27 Following rules and regulations made by people in authority.
z9 Ioput a coverovertablets.

3t A written note from a doctor for medicine.

33 Equipment used to lift something.

34 the practice of making sure that goods andservic'es fulfil defined standards.

35 Trials to test a drug in humans.

36 A task performed to stop something bad from happening.

Down
An examination of processes, procedures, and standards.
Medicine provided by a chemist or pharmacist without a prescription.

A mechanism which releases its contents in defined amounts.
A mechanism or piece of equipment designed to perform a special  funct ion.
A difference from a specification, not within the accepted range.
Monitoring or evaluating suspected side effects.
A fixed working method, often written down.
A substance recently developed.
The abitity of a drug to treat the illness for which it was developed.

t7 An information sheet explaining how to take a drug.
t9 Giving off small bubbles of gas when added to liquids.
20 Permission to sell and distribute a new drug.
27 A person trained to do tests on drug ingredients.
23 Medicine obtained in retail outlets without a prescription.
24 Features or characteristics ofa drug.
z5 A person who agrees to part ic ipate in a cl in ical tr ia l .
z6 A type of medicine, e.g. tablets, powder, ge[, spray.
z8 A substance in a drug.

3o A sma[[ animal used as a subject in the earlier stages of preclinical trials, e.g. mouse or rat.

3z A prescr ibed amount of a medicine or drug.

7

2

3
4
9

10

73

75

16
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Partner Files

You are Sarah Manders.

Here is some biographical information:
- You work as a product manager in the Marketing

department.
- Your team is responsible for the new product

under development.
- You live in London.
- You have a degree in marketing.
- You have experience in marketing both

prescription and over-the-counter medications.

Task r
Call Rasheed Pravda, a new colleague from
Regulatory Affairs, who you wilt be working with.

o Introduce yourself.
. Tell Rasheed something about your educational

background, experience, and expertise.
. Describe your current work and your role in the

project. <+
. Ask Rasheed about the status ofthe regulatory

documentation for the new product.
. Tel[ him that you are going to a meeting with the

marketing team.
r Promise to give him information about the results

later.

Task z
Rasheed Pravda calls you back. He reports back the
decisions made by the department.

Ask him who is to prepare the medical
documentation, and when the deadline for
preparation of the forms is.

Here are the action points which were agreed:

Actionooints:

. Sarah Mandere is to aek Raeheed

?ravda about' a 7oseible date for

m a rketin q aut'h o rizalio n.
. 1arah Manders is to lead a taam

of tw o m a rketin O aesi ,trantg lo

prepare lor launch.
. Markefinq i5 to 6et rhe actual

launch date. lnf ormation f rom

Re 6ul atory Afr air e must' b e

oWainedfirst.
. Jahn Carlton ie to checkthe

do c um enlar.io n to r m arketrin 4.

You are a scientist working on an NCE. You need to
decide what dosage form ofa new drug should be
developed. You are fairly open to suggestions. But
you also have some ideas of your own about certain
forms.

You have the following information:
- The drug wil l cost less to develop if i t is made in a

pil l or tablet form, because the company already
has the technology to make these forms.

- Since the active substance is in a concentrated
form, a patch might be a good idea. Patches are
easy to apply, not too expensive, and can be
ptaced right at the point of pain.

- The bioavailabil ity of the NCE wittbe highest in a
capsule form and capsutes are easy to swallow.
Therefore, you would favour this form. lf the
clinical trials with capsules are successfu[, full
production might be possible in about two and a

' halfto three years for European distribution.

Find out from another scientist what dosage forms
he/she prefers as pain medication for adults.
Give your opinion on what dosage form should be
develooed.
Agree on one form for clinicaltesting.
Afterwards, present any agreement you reach to the
rest ofthe group.

You are an internal auditor.

Find out about the standard operating procedures
(SOPs) for all aspects of safety in the laboratory.
Ask fotlow-up questions to ctarify any areas of non-
compliance.
lf there are non-compliant areas, discuss these at
the end.

Use the following points:
r Ask about the clothing and safety equipment used

in the lab.
z Ask what the lab technician would do if hazardous

or toxic chemicals were spil led on his/her lab
coat.

3 Ask what procedures must be followed when
conducting experiments.

4 Find out about the procedures for the transport of
lab animals.

5 Find out how the lab technician disposes oftoxic
waste materials.



Report back to the group any areas of non-
compliance that were identif ied.
What was agreed in order to achieve compliance in
future?

Partner Files Tf

Make a note of the implications for the drug and for
your company.

You are responsible for organizing the visi t  of a
group of special ists to your company next month.

Ca[[ your business partner regarding the
arrangements. Discuss the fol lowing points:

- How tmany vi"titors?

- Outline thz conpany tour (w ileriLe areas)
- Ofer to rh4yt trainirV cedre - if requz:ted
- ltl,ewton con7qny riles (dos anl dowts)
- Cor{trm mezlivg v,lith hand of pro/urti.ott,

after luwh

Add any other information or questions you think
necessary.

Try to find compromises.

Systematic testing
done in animals
before humans are
allowed to receive a
substance.

prectlnlcal trials

The quantit ies and
combinations of
different substances
used to make
medicine.

formulation

A person who receives
an investigational
drug or a placebo in a
clinical trial.

subiect / volunteer

A period of t ime spent
doing practical
training in a company.

internship

The drug substance
that has the capacity
to have a
pharmacological
effect.

actlve pharmaceutical
ingredlent

A type of small animal
used in preclinical
trials, such as mice
and rats.

rodent

The right given by
authorities to begiil
with clinical testing in
humans.

permission

A formal word for a *'
change madeio a trial
protocol.

amendment

You are a drug safety specialist.

A patient calls you. Find out the following
information:
. fu[[ name, age, address, attending physician
o name of all drugs taken, period of t ime, dosage
. description of symptoms, period of t ime
. medical history, any major disorders.

Ask the patient to consult their doctor if they have
not yet done so.
Suggest the patient might need different
medication.
Inform the patient that this wil l be reported to the
authorit ies if you think an adverse event has
occurreo.
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Partner Files

You are Rasheed Pravda.

Here is some biographical information:
- You work in Regulatory Affairs.
- You are going to lead a team responsible for the

marketing authorization of a new product.
- You are originally from India, but have lived in

Switzerland for about eight years.
- You have a master's degree in pharmacy from

Aston University in Birmingham, England.
- You have experience in preparing the

documentation necessary to obtain marketing
authorization in Europe.

Task r
Sarah Manders, a new colleague from the Marketing
department, witl call you.

. Introduce yourself.

. Tell Sarah something about your educational
background, experience, and expertise.

. Describe your role in the proiect.

. Tel[ her you have a meeting with your boss and
new department tomorrow.

r Promise to cal[ Sarah back with more information.

Note: You do not know the current status of the
regulatory documents.

Task z
You have been to a meeting with your boss and your
new team. Catl Sarah back to inform her of the
results, and ask her for an update on the marketing
authorization and launch date.

The action points decided at the meeting are:

Action?oints:

. Manuela F rit z is t'o ?re?arc
m e di c al d o cumentati on fi
15March.

, Margit Antnn is tn prepare all

forms needed lor doasier VY

lOApril.
. Faaheed is t o co-ordinatn

ev eryt hing oo lh at th e do ssier

can be submitoed bY MaY 5n .

You are a scientist working on an NCE. You have very
strong opinions about effective dosage forms for
pain relief. Using the foltowing information, present
arguments in favour ofyour preferred dosage
form(s).

- The company is already successfulwith its tablets
and suppositories and therefore you are strongly
in favour of these forms.

- However, you will have the technology to make
drops and syrups in a year. These forms are a
good substitute for people who cannot swallow
solid oral forms. They would be your second
choice as a dosage form for the treatment of pain.

- The company does not have the technology to
produce patches. You have read that it can be
complicated to dispose ofused patches, and that
they are highly toxic for children or animals.

- You currently produce suppositories, ointments,
' and creams in a joint-venture proiect with a

Japanese firm. lf you choose suppositories as the
dosage form, you could work with your ioint-
venture partner again, and travel to Japan.
Production might be possible in a year-and-a-half
to two years.

Find out from another scientist what dosage forms
he/she prefers as pain medication for adults.
Give your opinion on what dosage form should be
developed.
Agree on one form for clinicaltesting.
Afterwards, present any agreement you reach to the
rest ofthe group.

You are a laboratory technician.

Answer the questions which your company's internal
auditor asks you about the standard operating
procedures (SOPs) for safety in the laboratory.

lf there are non-compliant areas, discuss these with
the auditor at the end.

Use the following points:
r Animals must be transported in disposable

cardboard boxes and as quickly as possible.
z Name the usual laboratory clothing and

equipment.



3 Contaminated laboratory clothing must be
removed immediately. Explain how direct skin
contact can be avoide d (see exercise ry for help).

4 Special containers are provided for the disposal of
toxic waste materials. Name some kinds of
materials these containers could be made out of.
Say how the containers can be recognized.

5 Only the results of experiments are documented.
This does not necessarilv have to be done
immediately.

Report back to the group any areas of non-
compliance that were identif ied.
What was agreed in order to achieve compliance in
future?
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You are a patient.

Read the patient information leaflet.

Possible side effucts

Common side effects of CAREFREEDO ore:
. nouseo
o vomiting
r obdominol poin (poin in your slomoch

or intestines!.

In rore coses, the following moy occur:
o dizziness
r ollergic reoctions (for exomple, o rosh)
r elevoted blood oressure.

Furlher informofion

Coll 0041 303889222

You have been taking this medication for two weeks.
Since then you have begun to feel dizzy. Yesterday
you actually fainted and were taken to hospitat. You
were able to leave after five hours.
You have a history of dizziness whenever the
weather changes. At the moment the weather is
stable. You also have hay fever and are allergic to
several pollens. This is the reason you take this
medication. You think that your fainting and
dizziness are a result oftaking this drug.
Call the pharmaceutical company and describe your
situation.

You are organizing a visit to your business partner's
company next month for a group of specialists.

Your partner calls you.

Use the following notes to clarify a few details:

- Cor/i* sizz ofgroup (l)

- Qo two stertJc otrea?

- Luwh with Head of productwd

- Vkit pack4givE area?

.:".:..====: =...- . J

Add any other questions you may have.

Try to find compromises.

A pharmaceutical
form ofan active
ingredient which is
tested in a clinical
trial.

investigational drug

The amount ofa drug
administered to an
animal, heatthy
volunteer, or patient.

dosage

The action of giving
someone a drug.

administration

The short form of a
signature using the
first letters of your
name.

lnitials

Systematic testing of
a drug in humans to
determine its
pharmacological
effectiveness and
safety.

ctlnicat triat

Records of a trial,
including information
on dosages, methods,
results, factors, and
actions taken.

documentatioo -

A simulated audit to
prepare for an
inspection by
regulatory authorities.

mock inspection

A person who
performs tests in a
biotogy or chemistry
laboratory.

lab technician

.-="=-
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Answer key

ffi
Starter

5 Ctinical Affairs
4 Marketing and Sales
r Production
2 R&D
3 RegulatoryAffairs
6QA

ffire
r  r  F 2F 3T 4I  lT

#s
27c zd 3e qb 5a

3 r The main reason
z As you know
3 here is an update on the proiect
4 You are probably aware that
5 As far as
6 is concerned

f f i *
4 1 on our medications

z ingredient
3 standard operating procedure (SOP)
4 subject
5 serious adverse event
6 health regulations
Z ointment

8B
9H
roC
uD
tzG
13A
14E
15F

5 1 report
2 tested
3 operate, determine
4 perform, interpret
5 submits
6 develop

*Ere
6 r To meet and discuss a new headache medicine.

z Milan, ltaly; the clinical triaI manager.
3 He has a PhD in Pharmaceutical Chemistry.
4 Two new dosage forms.
5 Shanghai, China.
6 The new pharmaceutical facility in Shanghai.

I t my professional background is in
z I received my
3 ldid research on
4 assigned to this prolect
5 | have been with this company for
6 | used to work

re
8 t l 'm/My name is

z I'm the
3 started as a
4 worked my way up
5 got/received/obtained
6 lwas involved
7 | am responsible for
8 | am working on a proiect to

wre
ror b 4f

2e sd
3a 6c

ffi
u r Before we close, I'd like to review the action

points.
z Charley's team will be describing the new

equipment needed.
3 Each department head needs to get back to me by

Friday.
. 4 Finally,Rasheedisgoingtolookatanyregulatory

issues that need to be addressed.
5 First of all, lris Berger from HR wilt place iob ads in

several pharmaceutical iournals.
6 Walter is to finish the other dosage forms by the

end ofthe month.

rz CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
' ctinical drug trials
' scientifically and technically accurate protocols
. a master of science
. two years'experience

ffi
r3 r is searching for

z will need to be able to
3 responsible for
4 essential to this lob
5 required
6 preferable
7 years'experience

ffi
r5 line worker

prescription drug
formulation
marketing claims

ffiffi
Starter

Research
analysis of disease
clinical trials
discovery
new chemical entities (NCEs)

Development
analytical testing
dosage forms
drug safety
target identification
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PeSp18
r breakthrough in the search for an NCE for

MensapatchrM development, ideas for new
substance and further devetooment

2 a new lozenge form ofthe product MensadentrM
to stimulate brain activity and thinking power

3 see a physician and get a prescription
4 lozenges and chewing gum
5 yes: loss ofsleep, increased blood pressure, heart

palpitations, and headaches

page19

suggested answers:
r What kind of formulation could we develoo from

this NCE?
z What is the bioavailabitity of this NCE?
3 ls there some information available on the toxicity

of the substance?
4 Are we in a position to make this new dosage

form with our current technology?
5 What kind of t ime frame are we talking about for

the first in-man study?

prgs 20

r chemist
z dosage form
3 toxicotogy
4 prescription
5 formulation
5 in-man studv

What kind of formulation could we develoo?
We don't know yet, but we're working on i t .

What about the dosage forms?
We don't have a comptete answer to that
question yet.

What is the toxicity of this NCE?
We can give you the answer in about four
weeKs.

When can we start the f irst in-man study?
We wil l  need from six months to a vear and a
half.

What kinds of side effects are oossibte?
We are st i t l  running tests to f ind out.

page e2

peSe 24

9 r nearly z,ooo
z males
3 32"/" preferred capsutes
4 dizziness, vomit ing, and diarrhoea
5 bronchit is and asthma

Page 25

rr suggested answers:
r What do you think about the new drug which has

recently been devetoped to cure heart disease?
2 What's your opinion on whether a pilt or patch

dosage form shoutd be considered?
3 In my opinion, the in-man studies for  th is drug wi l l

take more than six months.
4 |  feet that addi t ional  ct in ical  t r ia ls should be done

in other countries.
5 I 'm convinced this new formutation witl be

sutccessful.
5 | feel very strongly that a nasal spray should be

developed as a third dosage form.
7 l 'm afraid I don't have enough information to

make a statement on that.
8 | would rather not say just yet what information I

have.

Pase27

Starter
good audit ing practice (GAP)
good cl inical practice (GCP)
good documentation practice (GDP)
good laboratory practice (GLP)
good manufacturing practice (GMP)
good research practice (GRP)
good safety practice GSP)

PaSe 29

1a 2c ad

r traceabil i ty
z hol ist ic approach
3 assurance
4 controt
5 endpoint test ing
6 product recal l
7 val idation
8 Contaminated

Pegr 23

a nearly z,ooo
b 54ok
c 46'/o
d5o
e zoo/"
f oo/o
g zz"/o
h 26"/"

i 3o"/"
j  3zo/o
k tzo/o
l8%
m 2o/o
n 50h
o 2o/o
p to/o

ror f

3 i
4c
5D

6d

8g
9h

10i

45 Dr
84 Ez
C3

page 2t

r  T 4F
zF 5T
3F

6Qr
Ar

Qz
A2

7a
b

d

Q3
A3

Q4
A4

Q5
A5

I

2pitls
tablets
dosage/syrup
patch

suppository
orops
syrup/dosage

e
f
q

1 OOSage
z pilts, tabtets
3 patch

4 orops, syrup
5 suppository
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5a
6g
7d
8f

41b
2C
3h
4e

n*!tto

3 r laboratory safety SOPs
z to identifu any areas requiring corrective or

preventive action
3 annually
4 from Tuesday to Friday (Lab r on Tuesday and

Wedr'lesday, Lab z on Wednesday and Thursday,
and Lab 3 on Thursday and Friday)

5 the audit checklist

Fgstr

p.gl:l2

5 suggested answers:
1 is to advise you
z make sure
3 will be reviewed
4 Our goal
5 Please confirm
6 send us

prgp:':l

6r  T zF 3F 4F 5T

7 r short
z Safety
3 observe
4 checktist
5 non-compliance
6 updated
Z up to date
8 finding

feltt*,ri

9 r Internal Auditing.
z A checktist of points is made so that corrective or

preventive action may be taken later.
3 Chartie is a iunior chemical lab technician; Jennifer

is a senior chemical lab technician.
4 Safety goggles or glasses, lab coats, safety

gloves, hairnets, overshoes.

D.gl35
11 1c 2e rd +b 5a

PT33'6
12 Suggested answers:

r I suggestyou dispose oftoxicwaste in the bins
provided for this purpose.

z lt is absolutely essential to move lab mice
outdoors in closed cages.

3 The only solution is to make sure all safety gloves
are available in all sizes (S, M, L, XL), and that alt
lab staff use safety goggles in future.

4 My recommendation is to review with alt tab staff
the procedures for recording experiments.

5 I strongty suggest that all staff comply with the
proper rules for hand-washing and sanitizing in
future.

r3r b 2c ae 4d 5a

l|EI:'7
14 suggested answers:

r A[[ work with virus-infected animals must be
performed in the bio-safety cabinet.

z Disinfectant must be used on all equipment
following any experiments with laboratory
animals.

3 All chemicat spitts in the laboratory must be wiped
up immediately.

4 Laboratory gowns or lab coats, latex gloves, and
safety glasses must be worn at all times.

5 Small biological agent spills must be covered with
a paper towel and treated with bteach.

6 Alt taboratory work must be documented in
accordance with GLP.

p.Es{o

r administer
2 development
3 formulate
4 purity
5 active

9.tFtll
a One to five years.
b The effect of a drug in vivo and in vitro.
c Testing that documents the characteristics and

chemicaI composition of the API and formulated
drug.

d Pharmacological studies look at the body's
reaction to the investigationaI drug. Toxicological
studies concentrate on the possible negative
effects that could harm the body.

e When the regutatory authorities authorize the
commencement of ctinicat studies.

d determine
e potential
f proceed

intention
formulate
information

4 document
5 documentation
6 formulation

4 be formulated
5 are/were determined
6 be administered

pt3F,*]

r F- She discovered it herself.
zT
3 F - Only animals in the high-dose group are

affected.
4f
5T
5 (-) - He only says he witl talk to the study director,

but not when.
7 F - She is going to hetp Linda.

a obtain
b require
c ensure

permit
documentation
administer

p.8r42

r intention
z permission
3 formulate

prtrEt -*t
1 were conducted
z were used
3 be provided



ffig
8 r Coutd somebody (please) fi l t me in on what the

problem is(, please)?
2 ls it correct that the dogs aren't responding to the

drug?
3 First, we need to figure out which animal group is

receiving what concentration.
4 We could consider testing another group of

animals.
5 Personally, I would prefer to use (dogs/mini-pigs)

instead of (mini-pigs/dogs).
6 I'tl let you know (tater) what we come up with

(tater).
7 | imagine we would have to change the study

protoco[.

:iffis
ror b zd 3a 4c
u In addition, however, whereas, though

ijl1,ffi

rz r While there were no ctinicalfindings in the mid-
dose group, the high-dose group animals showed
clinical symptoms.

z Not only was the pulse rate increased, but also
the blood pressure was high.
There were no clinical findings in the -ora[
administration studies. However, there were
clinicat f indings in the in-travenous-dose studies.
Mini-pigs are easy to handle, whereas rhesus
monkeys are difficult to work with.

5 The drug was well tolerated by rats. Furthermore,
it did not have any effect on blood pressure.

t#ffiw
r3r l l l  z l l  3 l l  4 lV 5l l l

t4t b

ffffiffilF
r5r E 4

21 5
3E 6

16 r l f  you check...
z How do you account for.. .  ?
3 You can rest assured ...
4 ... ted to the change.
5 You mean, ... ? ls that right?
5 You wil l  prevent.. .

F.1Sffi
r8r disease

z i l lness
3 sensitive
4 sensible

.
Starter

Drug safety t,3,4
Regulatory Affairs 2,5,6

Answer kery Gl

i!.r,#ffi
r r She fainted and had small, red, itching spots all

over her body, a skin rash, and inflammation, a
racing heart, high blood pressure, a headache,
and insomnia.

z The doctor gave her a strong sedative and took
her off the medication.

3 She only had a mild skin irr i tat ion.

Evidence pointing to MensamintrM:
. Her symptoms occurred after taking /l4ensomintrx and
stopped z4 hours after she discontinued i t .

. Some of her symptoms are known side effects of
MensamintrM: loss of sleep if taken in the late
afternoon or evening, increase in blood pressure,
heart palpitat ions, and headaches.

Other factors:
.  Patient is altergic to peanuts and penici l l in and had
eaten a candy bar, which could have contained
peanurs.

.She is taking another drug, an oral contraceptive, and
has a history of hypertension, mild heart patpitat ions,
high adrenaline, and insomnia.

zt f  2g 3e 4a 5c 5d 7b

31d 2c lb 4e 5a
Correctorder:21543

,.:':j:ffi

i*ffi
5 Topics discussed: approval process.

Topics mentioned: clinical tria[, doctor's report,
Quality Assurance.

6rF
.,:,;S:1?

Z suggested answers:
r l t  is due to pre-exist ing condit ions.
z Could i t  jeopardize other products?
3 The side effect could have been due to (taking)

this product.
4 How far is it from approval?
5 How did the cl inical tr ials go?
5 The evidence is inconclusive.
7 What does it mean for the products in the

pipel ine?
8 A reaction to the product cannot be ruled out.

r..{$flffi
8rd zb 3a 4e 5c

if.ffi
9 r The strong points are its completeness and

technical detaits.
z They could improve readabitity and differentiate

when describing frequent and rare risks by being
more or less direct in langu_age.

3 Better style could increase patient compliance.

47b zi  3f  4h 5c 6d 7i
8g 9e rok 11a

20
t+T3TzF

3b

E
E
I

5 effect
6 affect
7 short ly
8 briefly
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Pa$50

ro r Read this leaflet carefut ly, because i t  contains
information you need to know.

z What the product is, and what i t  is used for
3 Before you take this product

4 How to take/use
5 Possible side effects
6 How to store
7 Further information

pi836r

11 1e zb 3c 4a 5f

Starter
Pase 63

r r effervescent powder drink f lavouring
z take photographs/smoke

3 keep visi tor 's pass visibte
4 any t ime

page 64

z r  In the meant ime,
z When it  was founded,
3 In the meantime,
4 White
5 Meanwhile,
6 During
7 once

3 r The company used to only produce effervescent
powder.

z The production process used to bb simple and
uncompl icated.

3 The ctothing specif icat ions didn't  use to be
documented.

4 The company's safety regutations didn't  use to be
so str ict.

5 There didn't  use to be so many inspections by
authorit ies.

page 65

47F zC 3A 4B 5E 6H 7D 8G

5 hair covering, overal ls, and overshoes

6 diagram z

pegE 66

tt@ z@ rO +@ r@

suggested answers:
r The rest ofyou, please wait here.
z Ptease sit /have a seat on the bench.
3 Ptease stay with the group.

PrgPE 66-67

I suggested answers:
r Please mind the corrosive substances, which

could cause severe burns.
z Ptease be careful,  this substance is toxic.
3 We would l ike to remind you that smoking is not

permitted.
4 Please be careful,  as there are radioactive

substances here.
5 A hard hat must be worn at al l  t imes in this area.

r Animals are not permitted in this area.
u Taking photographs is not permitted.
3 The speed timit is 3o kph.
4 Protective gtasses/goggles must be worn at all

t imes in th is area.
5 Entering this area is not permitted.

pages 67-68

g1F 4
zB 5
3D 6

psfe 68

ro r Dry ingredients are transported to the granulator
by the hoist.

z The granules are dried by a strong flow of hot air.
3 The excess powder is loosened by a shaker.
4 The excess powder is sucked up by a vacuum

svstem.
5 The pressed tablets are hetd in a drum until i t is

time to coat them.

pase 69

F - They can ask their questions any time.

F - Authorit ies always announce their visits.
F - The equipment has to be validated before
production can start.

rz I 'm here to give you some information on .. .
Let me give you a brief overview of . . .
Moving on to the next point, . . .
Coming back to . . .
In addi t ion to th is,  . . .
Feel free to ask questions as we go along.
As a f inal point, I  woutd l ike to say...

Page 70

15 suggested answers:
tight/temperature/shipping time/shippin g
conditions/exposure to oxygen

prge 7t
tt

S
B

iar
sachet
st icky tabet

18 1 remove
2 tear
3 push through

r9 r innovations
z mechanisms
3 etderty
4 capable
5 engineers
6 col laborated

E

6d

11 1
2

3
4
5

qL

.F
) l

-L

13 1 a
2e
3o

t6t  P
zP
3P

17 r inhaler 4
z blister pack 5
3 syringe 6

page72

4
(
6

4 twist
5 press

10 5D4c3a2e
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ffirc
Test yourselfl

Across
5 corrective action
6 inflammation
7 premises
8 adverse event
11 documentation
rz research
14 amendment
r8 submit
22 food and drug administration
z7 compliance
29 coat
3r prescription
33 hoist
34 quality assurance
35 in-man study
36 preventive action

Down
r audit
z behind the counter
3 dispenser
4 device
9 deviation

ro pharmacovigilance
13 standard operating procedure
15 new chemical entity
16 efficacy
r7 patient information leaflet
r9 effervescent
zo marketingauthorization
zr laboratorytechnician
23 overthe counter
24 properties
25 volunteer
z5 dosage form
z8 ingredient
30 rodent
32 dosage
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Date: Auditedbyr

Objective:

To monitor the laboratory quality system and take any needed corrective or preventive

action to assure industry compliance in laboratory procedures.

Interviews with personnel (who?):

Examination of documentation (what?):

Observation ofactivities and conditions (list these on separate page):

Review ofquality and technical procedures (list these on separate page):

Results (write preliminary report with suggested corrective action with copies to head

of audited department) :

Action (list of corrective or preventive action taken by whom and when):

Date of next audit (six months from now):

Internal Audit Checklist - Laboratory Systems
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Good morning, and welcome everyone. Great
that everyone on the project team could
make it to our kick-off meeting. Now that we
are using video conferencing even Charley
Wu from China and Anna Edicola from Milan
can fully take part. Just one more thing
before we start. Please keep in mind that,
although we can see each other, we have no
direct eye contact. So please remember to
say your own name and the first name of the
person you are addressing. OK? That will
save time and avoid confusion.
The aim of our meeting today is to meet each
other and to discuss the new analgesic, a
headache medicine with the working name of
CoolHead. By the end of the meeting I hope
we will have come up with deliverables for
getting the proiect offthe ground and a full
to do tist. However, before we get started on
the project itself, I would like you to
introduce yourselves and say something
about your professional background, area of
expertise, and so on. Anna, would you mind
starting?
Of course not, Harvey. Wetl, as you may
know, I work in Milan. My professional
background is in pharmacology and in zoo5
I received my master's degree at New York
University and licence to practise pharmacy
in the United States. I did research on clinical
methodology. As far as this project goee, I am
the clinicaltrial manager assigned to this
project and am supported by two clinical
research associates who witt work with test
centres in northern ltaly and in Slovenia. I
have been with this company for about three
years and I used to work at Johnson &
Johnson in their ctinicat department.
Thanks, Anna. Walter, could you go next?
l'd be gtad to. Hi, everyone. For those of you
who don't know me, I'm Walter Pawel. Well,
I'm married and we have a new-born son. So
if I look tired, itb not bad reception on your
screen. That's the way | [ook. As for my
background, I got my PhD in Pharmaceutical
Chemistry at the Free University in Berlin and
then worked for Pharmafix in their R & D
department and left there to join this
company. I am the formulation scientist
whose team develooed the soft caosule for
this project. We are currently working on the
other two dosage forms.

Harvey Thanks Walter, and now, Charley, could
you ... ?

Chorley Hi, everyone. Pleased to meet you at[. My
name is Charley Wu. I am based at our
manufacturing ptant in Shanghai and was
also born and raised there. | first started as a

line worker and worked my way up to
packaging technician. I later went abroad to
study in the UK and obtained a Master of
Science in Engineering there. More recently, I
was involved in the init ial conceptual design
phase, the planning and building of our new
pharmaceutical facit ity in Shanghai, and now
I am the plant manager. At this facility, we
produce both l iquid and solid dosage forms.
At the moment I am working on a project to
build a new analgesics production l ine, so
that is why I was asked to ioin this proiect.

Horvey So that iust about f inishes up our f irst
meeting. Before we close, I'd like to review
the action points and the t imelines iust to
make sure each person's role is ctear at this
stage.
First of at l ,  l r is Berger from HR wit l  ptace job
ads in several maior pharmaceuticaI iournals
within the next two weeks to look for two
new cl inical research associates to conduct
the trials in the test centres in France.
Anna wil l  work with her on writ ing up the
requirements and descript ion of duties.
Walter is to prepare a progress report on the
development of the other dosage forms by
the end of next month.
Department heads need to get back to me by
Friday with an estimate of how much t ime
they' l l  need for their part of the proiect.
With your input, I ' l l  be able to f inal ize the
timelines for planning and implementation
and decide on mitestones before our next
meeting. I ' l t  get the budgeting worked out
by then, as wel[.
Charley's team wil l  be responsible for
describing the new equipment and
machinery needed for the new dosage forms
and for making a l ist of any technical changes
in production which need to be addressed at
this stage. He witl give us a cost estimate by
the end ofthe month.
Finalty, Rasheed is going to review any
legat or regulatory issues that need to be
addressed by the beginning of next week.

Large, multinational pharmaceutical company is
searching for someone with ctinical trials experience to
manage studies in a number ofstudy centres in Eastern
Europe.
CLI N ICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATE

DESCRIPTION
You wil l assist in the management of clinical drug trials.
You will be responsible for recruiting investigators and
collecting study documentation.

Sr
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Hotvey
Walter

c\\at
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You need to be able to write scientifically and
technically accurate protocols, study reports, clinical
sections of dossiers, and other research documents
in English. You wil l visit study centres, requiring up
to 50 per cent travel.

R EQU I R EM ENTS
A BS in a l ife science is the minimum; a master of
science is preferable; a PhD is a plus.
You must have at least two years'experience.
In-depth knowledge of FDA regulations is essential to
this job.
You must work well independently and as part of a
team.
Top organizational and communication skil ls are a
must.
Excellent Engtish is required. A working knowledge of
Polish or Russian would be useful.

Wetl, developing a patch would take anything
from six months to a couple of years. I think we
should consider either a gel tablet or a pil l . We
already have the technology for both. Of
course, even a l iquid form would be better than
a patch.
And Brian, regarding drops or syrup - we don't
have the technotogy perfected yet - but wete
working on it. We shoutd be able to come up
with an answer in about four weeks.
That's good news, Janet. Let's get together with
Dr Steinmetz in Production and see what he
thinks. Then we can Dresent our ideas for other
dosage forms to John at the next meeting.
That's a great idea. I ' l t catt Dr Steinmetz right
away and get back to you later.

What dosage forms do they seem to prefer?
Well, many patients find it difficutt to swaltow
solid oral dosage forms and they prefer drops
Gz"/') or syrup (87.). Few patients would prefer
aerosols (z 7o), creams (5 7d, oi ntme nt s (z'/'),
and patches (rol"). Most patients, however,
prefer gel tabtets (3o7d or capsutes $z7o),
because they say they go down more easity.
That's iust what I was hoping to hear! Now
could you iust give me an idea of some of their
chronic health problems?
It may sound strange, but actually most of the
patients were not in hospital because oftheir
chronic health problems but were being treated
for such things as broken bones, pneumonia,
serious infections, or septic wounds.
Well, I 'd sti l t t ike to know if any of them had any
other maior health problems.
Why don't I simply email you a copy of my final
analysis later this afternoon?
Good idea, then I can have a closer look at the
results. Thanks again, Helen. See you.
You're welcome, John. Goodbye.

Janet

lonet
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Thanks to alt ofyou for coming at such short
notice. This wil[ be more a brainstorming
session to start off. What do you think you wilt
need to know about the new substance before
we can get to work on our new project?
First of all, could you tell us what kind of
formulation we could develop from this NCE?
Well, we firmly believe we may have a good
substance to help us develop a time-release
patch form of MensamintrM. Are there any other
ouestions?
Yes, I 'd be interested in knowing more about
the bioavailabitity of this NCE.
I am sure there must be some information
available on the toxicity ofthe substance.
Am lr ight?
Are you in a position to answer the question
about what kind of t ime frame we are talking
about for the first in-man study?
In your opinion, are we in a position to make
this new dosage form with our current
technology?
... Wait a minute! l ' l l  be happy to answer all your
questions - but one at a time! OK, Frank, what
did vou want to know?

I'm not convinced that we wilt be abte to come
up with a viable patch form of MensamintrM.
I'm afraid we are sti l l  running tests to find out
what kinds of side effects are possibte. What do
you think about the situation?
It 's true that we don't have a complete answer
to that question yet. We'l l need a bit more time,
But it seems to me that it 's the time needed to
develop the patch form that we have to worry
about. I 'm sure that some other dosage forms
would work iust as well or maybe even better.
What did vou have in mind?

John Hi, Helen. Thanks for catl ing. Can I get a titt le bit
of information on the patient survey you iust
completed in Switzertand about hospital in-
patient medication dosage forms?

Helen Sure, John, I 've got most of the results right
here. What do you want to know?

lohn I'm looking at a copy of your questionnaire
now - how many patients were interviewed
altogether? How many male and how many
female?

Helen We[[, we conducted the survey in four different
hospitals and have results for nearly z,ooo
hospital patients, most of whom were between
37 and63,with an average age of 5o. 54olo
were male, and 460/o female.

lohn Right. Now what about the current oral dosage
forms?

Helen 68% ofthem cunently take either tablets, pil ls,
or capsules for various ailments. zo% tablets,
z6 % pil ls, and zzo/" capsules.

John

Hilda
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Frank

Morcus

lonet
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Helen
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John

Helen

John

Helen



Philip Sorry about the short notice. I strongly suggest
we talk about who needs to do what to prepare
for the laboratory safety procedures internal
audit in two weeks. As this is a regular part of
good laboratory practice, I don't expect any
probtems. But do any ofyou have any
questions?

charlie Well,I've never been involved in an audit
before. Do I need any speciaI training for it?

Philip Not rea[1y. You already know the correct
laboratory procedures. My suggestion is that
we all review these procedures again with the
laboratory technicians. But each ofyou also has
to be prepared to answer the auditors'
questions, just in case. First of atl, though,
make sure all our laboratory staffare here on
audit day and are able to answer questions.

lennifer One of my tab technicians witl be in Vienna at a
conference during the audit. lf that's a problem,
we can cancel the trip.

Philip That's not necessary, But I recommend that at
least two lab technicians are present during the
audit, iust to be on the safe side.

charlie What kinds of questions do you think the
auditors wil l ask?

Philip They witl probably just observe the lab
technicians working and possibty ask you or the
lab technicians questions from the company's
internalaudit checktist. Did you get a copy with
my memo?

chorlie Yes, I did. What if they ask me a question that I
can't answer? Should I ask them to tatk to you
in that case? What if you're not in on that day?

Philip lf there's a question you can't answer, I suggest
that you send someone to get me, Don't worry!
I plan to be here on all the audit days. lfthe
auditors observe any non-compliance, they'l l
write it down on their checklist andwe'l l be
informed so that we can take corrective or
preventive action. So there's no reason to
panic!

tna One of my lab technicians is out of the country
on holiday unti l the day of the audit. How can
prepare her in time?

Philip Wett, the only solution is to reassign her to
Charlie's lab on Thursday and Friday, since it 's
being audited tast. You'tl have time to bring her
up to date by then. The important point is to
review all the procedures given in SOP-37-
zoo8b-revz. Read through it again and let me
know ifyou have any questions. Do you all have
a copy?

Jutia We've just moved offices again and all our 50Ps
are stit l  in boxes. Do you have a copy I could
look at in the meantime?

Philip Here you are. You can use my extra copy until
you've unpacked. Any last questions? lf not, I
have iust a couple of f inal points. lf I may make
a suggestion: we should telt the tab staffto
double-check that att the [abs are spotlessly
ctean and that att lab devices and equipment
are where they should be - at every single
workstation. I suggest that they also check the
equipment lists to make sure each workstation

Transcriots &t

has att the correct equipment. May I iust
suggest that the junior lab technicians take
care of these two items?

Gail Good morning, I 'm Ms Webber, GailWebber,
from Internal Auditing and I need to ask you
some questions about your work here in our
laboratories. While we're talking, I ' t l  write the
information down on the company checktist.
Have you seen our checklist?

Chartie Yes, I have a copy.
Jennifer Me loo,
Goil Don't look so worried! I 'm here to check that

good laboratory practice is being fotlowed in
the laboratories. lf I observe any non-
compliance, I ' l l  write it on my checktist and
later some corrective or preventive action may
need to be taken. Do you have any questions
before we start?

lennifer No.
Charlie We're ready when you are.
Gail OK, would you please telt me your names and

iob tit les? | also need the name ofyour
supervisor and his or her iob titte.

Charlie WelI,I'm Charlie Newman and I'm a iunior
chemical lab technician. l 've been with the
company for about three months now. My
supervisor is Dr Ina Richter, Lab r Manager.

lennifer Good morning, Ms Webber. I 'm Jennifer Kremer
- with a K - and senior chemicat [aboratory
technician. I 've been with the company for
nearty six years. Dr Richter is also my
supervisor.

Gail '  OK, you need to show me what proiects you're
working on now and what procedures you have
to follow. I need to know what kind of training
you've had for these procedures and how much
time you need to perform them.

Chartie Um... I 'm working on trying to find a new
substance which we hope to develop for pain
relief. I 'm doing a lot of throughput testing at
the moment. lt takes a lot of t ime - maybe even
months - and it 's not really very exciting. I ' l l  tell
you about the training later. lf you'd tike to
watch now.. .

Goit Before you start, woutd you please tell me what
special procedures must be foltowed in the
laboratory?

lennifer Charlie, I'tl answer for you so you can show Ms
Webber the throughput procedure. First, we
have to wear the proper protective clothing and
safety equipment and observe atl the safety
rules for the laboratory. Of course, clothing and
equipment such as safety goggles or glasses
have to be worn in the tab at all t imes. We atso
have to wear speclal lab coats, safety gloves,
hairnets, and overshoes in this laboratory.

charlre Naturally, there's no smoking here and
absolutely no drinking or eating is allowed
here, either. Some oftheother procedures
have to do with the particular proiect we're
working on, l ike ...
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First of all, it is the intention (r) of the company to
comptete the preclinical trials by the end of the year.
After that, regulatory agencies have to give permission
(z) to commence with the clinical testing in humans,
which is also done at our company. But before that can
happen, our scientists determine how to formulate G)
the active pharmaceutical ingredient into a suitable
administration form. We have to document (+) each
step of every test very thoroughly before the regulatory
agencies give their approval to proceed to the next
stage. The documentation $) must show that the
formulation (5) of the investigational drug is safe for
our subjects.

Linda Good morning, everybody.
lake Hi, Roger. Hi, Miki.  How's the internship going?

Stitl enjoying your stay here?
Miki Yes, thanks. Everyone has been very helpful.
Jake Roger, could you please fill me in on what this

is about?
Roger Certainty,.lake. Well, hi, everyone. Do take a

seat! | suggest that Linda first tell us what
problem she observed. I hear you noticed
something wrong with the dogs that got the
new drug. ls that correct?

Lindo Yes, it is. This morning when I wanted to take
the blood and urine samples, I  saw that some
ofthe dogs had been vomit ing. They tooked
pretty bad.

Miki You said - some ofthe dogs. Does that mean
they are not atl affected?

Linda That's right. Some of them had vomited and
were st i l l  retching, whereas the others
appeared to be fit and healthy.

Roger ls the reaction restricted to any particular
dosage group?

Linda As far as I can te[], the control and tow-dose
groups are not affected at all. The animals
affected are only in the high-dose group.

lake So, that pretty much means the drug substance
is the cause. What did the study in rodents
show?

Linda There were none ofthese reactions, but, of
course, rats can't vomit. There were no clinical
f indings at al l ,  not even chewing - which is a
clinical finding in rats. You can read all the
detaits in the study report.

lake l f  you ask me, I  think we should consider using
mini-pigs instead of dogs, since they're not as
sensitive.

Roger

Linda

loke

Miki

Roger

I'm not sure I agree with you on that. How long
have the dogs been treated with the substance?
For two days now and the individual doses were
adjusted to the most recently recorded body
weight.
It seems to be the concentration of the drug.
5o we'd better canceI the highest dose, ifthe
dogs are too sensitive.
lf we did that, would the complete study
protocol have to be changed?
Yes, it would. But first we need to figure out
which dose we are going to use and then write
the amendment. Personatly, I would prefer to

keep going for another three days - without the
high-dose group, of course. In the meantime,
iust carry on with the other groups and I'tt let
you know what we come up with after talking
to the study director. Please inform me
immediately if any other animals start showing
similar symptoms. Also, could you please send
me a copy of your report on the clinical
observations as soon as possible?

Linda Sure, no problem. Miki, would you tike to help
me with that?

Miki Yes, I've never done that before.

lnspector Att right. May I have a look at your
documentation now?

Expert Yes, ofcourse. Here it is.
lnspector Where can | find details of storage

temperatures?
Expert lfyou check the third page, you'll find them

at the bottom of the page.
lnspector I'm afraid I can't read the original text, as the

original information has been made iltegible.
You know, it should only be crossed out with
a single line so that the original text can still
be read. Who is responsible for that? You
know this is a deviation, don't you? More of
these could result in a major f inding.

Expert Yes, and we certainly don't want that. Umm,
let me see. lt's initiatled and dated by Dr
Frensen. He's new here. But I see here on this
document that he has now had training, so
you can rest assured that this won't happen
again.

tnspector Wett, I'tl accept that, since training has been
done. Just make sure that all changes are
made according to Good Manufacturing
Practice standards and you will prevent
major f indings.

Expeft Youte right.
lnspector So, how do you account for the temperature

change?
Expert You mean, the changes we made in the

storage temperature? ls that right?
lnspector That's correct.
Expert The reason for that is simple. Our stability

studies showed that the storage temperature
had an unwanted effect on the substance.
The original temperature was too high, which
led to a value that was outside the standard
curve.

tnspector All right, that sounds plausible. Let's move on
to the safety regulations. I would like to start
with the documentation of the safety training
of the staff.

Gtad you coutd all make it here, even though
it's Christmas Eve. Marv from the Legal
Department is on his way, too. Shall we start?
First, I'd like to say that although MensamintrM
is onty being marketed in capsule form at
present, it has already proved to be our biggest
blockbuster in years. So, what about this case
with Maria, uh. Ms Gatois? ls it serious?
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Coroline l'm afraid it is. Even though the patient has
fully recovered, this is a high-profile case and
Ms Galois is thinking about going to the
press. She did give us approval to call the
attending physician to find out what had
happened. In addition to what he put in his
report, he said it coutd have been due to her
peanut allergy and the chocolate she had
eaten or to other pre-existing conditions.

Kart I'm trying to forget what an explosive diva Ms
Galois is, both on and offstage. Sorry! |
didn't say that!

Caroline Although the evidence is inconclusive, a
reaction to MensamintrM cannot be
completely ruled out.

Fred So, what were her symptoms?
Coroline Well, she had a severe, inflamed rash all over

her body, high blood pressure, a headache,
and had reported insomnia beforehand.
She then fainted and after she woke up
3o minutes later, she was confused about
whether or not she was still supposed to go
on stage. She was supposedly very annoyed
by all the questions the emergency room
staffasked her!

Kart So, what does this all mean for the other
dosage form in the pipeline, the chewing
gum, targeted at young people-who have to
concentrate during exams? How far is that
from approval?

Fred Well, as you know, after the clinical trials -
which, I might add, went well - getting
approval is always the next obstacle. l'm
afraid this reported event could jeopardize
the whole approval process for any other
dosage forms of MensomintrM, especiatty in
the EU and the US.

Karl What is the status of approval? +:
Fred We are still completing the submission

documentation and have finished all
preclinical and clinical data, as well as the
administrative data with the patient
information leaflets and labetting, safety data
sheets, and environmental risk assessment.
However, wete still working on the Quality
fusurance and expert statements. We hope
to submit the dossier to the FDA early next
month.

Kart I see. Well, back to Maria, uh - Ms Galois.
So what is your conclusion? ls there a
connection between Mensamintn and her
sYmPtoms?

caroline The contraindications and warnings in the PIL
clearly state that patients tike Ms Galois with
a history of hypertension should avoid taking
MensomintrM. Some of the side effects she
experienced are known. Luckily, after they
took her offMensomintrM, the symptoms
seemed to go away.

Karl That's good news!

Mark So we've survived another internal audit by QA.
What were they checking this time?
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Wendy ltwas mainly about the readability of our
leaflets, you know. They were checking to see if
the average man on the street easily understands
our instructions.

Mork ls that really an issue?
wendy Well, actually it is. The patients must know

exactly when, how, and how much to take, so
the leaflets must give very simple, clear
instructions that anyone can immediately
understand, even ifthey're in a hurry. They
shouldn't have to [ook anything up in a
dictionary, either.

Mark We do get used to our own medical jargon,
don't we? Words such as'indications',
'contraindications', etc. can be confusing.

Wendy lhat's exactly the point. Think about the
instructions youU like to read when you're
trying to do something with your computer or
to put furniture together.

Mark So, what should we be writing instead?
Wendy Shall we iust go through a typical leaflet?
Mork Sounds tike a good way to start.
wendy To start off, we need to insert a standard

warning. lt's generally the following: 'Read this
leaflet carefully because it contains information
you need to know.'

Mark Thattprettystraightforward.
wendy Anyone can understand that one. Next comes

the section called 'What the product is, and
what it is used for'-

Mark Thatb the contraindications, right?
Wendy Actually, it's the indications section, which lists

the i l lness or condition it aims to treat.
Mark Sorry that's what I meant. But this looks a bit

. different, because it also has the active
ingredients' strength here, doesn't it?

wendy fha(sright.They are now put in the same
section. After that comes the contraindication
information, where we write in which cases the
patient should definitety not use the product
and some general warnings about taking it.
This part is simply called 'Before you take this
product'. The actual list of side effects comes in
a later section.

Mork Well, that should be easy enough. So that f its in
with what Dr Crow meant in his email when he
said we should be less direct in our warnings.

wendy Right. Our patients shouldn't be so alarmed
that they are afraid to actually put the pilts in
their mouth and swallow them. The PIL iust
needs to reflect the probabitity of side effects.

Mark So how do we do that?
wendy Well, basically for side effects that are not

common, you don't just use'this leads to'.
Instead, say'this may, might, or can lead to'.
You should also be careful to say'if instead of
'when', and so on. However, in the case of
common side effects and real warnings, it is
really necessary to be direct.

Mark lsee.
wendy Anyway, the next section actually tells the user

about drug administratlon and is catled'How to
take/use', foltowed by the name of the product.
'Possible side effects' is the name of the
following section and categorizes unwanted,
known side effects according to their frequency.
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Wendy

Here, again you must be direct if the risk is
great, and less direct if it isn't.
oK.
The next to last section in the Pl L is the 'How
to store'section. Finatty, we put generat
information, such as the name and address of
thq pharmaceuticaI company producing the
drug, in the'Further Information' section.
Wait a minute. I thought these leaflets were
catled patient information sheets. You keep
tatking about PlLs.
Whereas Europeans tend to call them Pl Ls,
patient information leaflets, the FDA in the
United States usually calls them patient
information sheets. Now, as I was saying,,.

Stephanie So, if everybody is with us again, follow me.
Be sure to stay with the group! This is the
gowning room. Not more than three peopte
are allowed to be in there at a time. I ' l l  take
the first two with me. The rest of you, wait
here unti l I come to get you.
Wash and disinfect your hands here, l ike this.
Now pull a hair covering out ofthe dispenser
and put it on your head. You've got some hair
sticking out. Be sure everything is inside the
covering!
Here are your overalls. Don't allow them to
touch the floor! Sit on the bench to put them
on if this is easier for you. Now, sit on the
bench! Stop. Don't move! Here are your
overshoes. Notice how the floor is two
cotours? The black floor is the'dirty'f loor,
and the white floor on the other side ofthe
bench is the'clean'floor. Once you've got
one overshoe on, swing that leg over the
bench. The overshoe is only allowed to touch
the white area. Then do the same with the
other foot. Go out that door and wait there
for the rest of the group. Don't wander ofl

$t group
member Wow, she was rude, wasn't she?
znd group
rlember Oh, reatly? | didn't notice.

Would you please follow me?
The rest ofyou, wait here.
Please make sure that they don't touch the floor.
Sit on the bench.
Don't wander offl

Henry Ladies and gentlemen, welcome back.
I hope you have enjoyed your tour so far. You
have been on your feet for a while, so we've
prepared a littte break for you. You can sit
down and rest while I give you some
information on certain requirements
pharmaceutical companies have to meet.
Feel free to interrupt me and ask questions
as we go along. What are these
requirements? There are many, many rules
that people who work in pharmaceutical
companies have to follow, and they are
regularly checked by the regulatory
authorit ies. Following these rules is called
compliance. 5o, let me give you a brief
overview ofwhat that means for our peopte
in production. Compliance means following
the rules, but the rules themselves are
known as GMB or good manufacturing
practice. They provide a very high standard,
which people have to follow during the
manufacturing of pharmaceutical products.
For example, GMP covers how to design and
construct buitdings so that the flow of
materials is optimized, and so that they can
be cleaned easily.
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Visitor
Henry

Good morning, tadies and gentlemen. On
behatf of the Public Relations Department, l 'd
l ike to welcome you to RRB Pharmaceuticats.
My name is Henry Naylor, and I work in the
Pubtic Retations Department here at RRB.
Prior to your tour of the production facil i t ies,
I 'tt tett you a bit about the history of the
company. When the company was founded
in 1948, there were just r7 employees
producing effervescent powder to flavour
drinks. In the meantime, RRB
Pharmaceuticals has grown to have about
z8,ooo employees worldwide. Nowadays,
RRB is a research-driven, innovative
pharmaceutical enterprise that develops
new drugs, produces them, pr.epares them
for sale, and markets them wortdwide.
Um. Excuse me. Can I take flash pictures?
I'm afraid not. As a matter of fact, we have to
ask you to leave your cameras in the lockers
at reception. Unfortunatety, taking pictures is
strictty forbidden and you are not allowed to
smoke anywhere on the premises. And I
would like to remind you that, for security
reasons, your visitor's pass must be visible at
atl t imes.
The clothing requirements didn't used to be
as tough as they are nowadays. But, in the
meantime, the regutations have become so
strict that in the heart ofsome production
areas staff members are wearing three layers
of clothing and they can't recognize each
other any more. However, we won't be
getting quite that far into the heart of it
today. By the time we finish today, I hope to
have answered all ofyour questions. But if
you wish to ask anything during the tour, you
can interrupt me at any time.
Please remember, once you have entered the
clean area it won't be possible to use the
toitet facit it ies. So, white we?e waiting for
Stephanie Baker to pick you up for the actual
tour, feet free to use the facil i t ies at the end
of the hatt.0h, here she is now.
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Visitor 1 Excuse me, what do you mean by optimize
the flow of materials?

Henry Welt, we have to make sure that there are no
mix-ups of materials throughout the whole
manufacturing process. On your tour you
probably noticed the different colours ofthe
separate areas, or the markings on the floor.
This ensures that there is always adequate
space for a particular function, and it
minimizes the chances of mistakes
happening. The buitding is iust one aspect
of GMP. In addition to this, GMP also covers
areas such as the type of clothing to wear
while working, the documentation that is
necessary and the training that employees
get on a regular basis.

Visitor z May I ask a question, please?
Henry Yes, go ahead!
visitor 2 How can authorities check that? Do they

make surprise visits?
Henry No, they announce theirvisits to the

company about eight weeks in advance.
That gives us time to prepare everything that
they need to see. This way we ensure that
neither the inspectors' nor our time is
wasted. Coming back to comptiance, for us
that means we always wear appropriate
clothing and we check that equipment is
clean or sterile and calibrated before using it.
And last, but definitety not least, we keep a
very close eye on our documentation. Moving
on to my next point, ld t ike to say a few
words about another aspect of GMP. In order
to receive valid and reliabte results, all
devices and methods have to undergo a
validation process. Before a device can be
used, we have to ensure that it works
properly. The same is true for methods.,This
validation process has to be repeated on a
regular basis.

Visitor 3 Excuse me. One question. How often is'on a
regular basis'? ls that every three months, or
every five years?

Henry That really depends on what's being
validated. But, in general, you could say once
a year. As a final point, I'd tike to mention the
many people who do att the lab work as
required by GMP. Without all these
technicians it would be impossible to bring
safe products onto the market. These
technicians perform tests on the raw
materiats used in drugs to make sure they
meet the high-quality specifications. Active
ingredients, as well as all the excipients, are
tested. Some of the work the technicians do
for the production department includes
various interim analyses during the process.
Testing at this stage shows how long the
product wilt hotd up under certain conditions,
l ike temperature and humidity. During
production, samples are taken at crit ical
stages and tested to make sure, for example,
that no contamination has occurred.
Technicians also check the samples for
content uniformity, content weight, and so
on. The list oftests done during the
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production process is, however, long. To be
honest, if I went into detail about each of
these very important tasks, we'd be here for
at least a week.
So, that brings me to the end ofthis brief
overview of GMP requirements, compliance,
and the imptications for pharmaceutical
companies. Are there any further questions?
... No? All r ight, then. Woutd you like to foltow
me to the packaging area now?
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Useful phrases

The main reason ...
Here is an update on the project.
As you know, ...
You are probably aware that...
As far as ... is concerned, ...

Asking for opinions
What do you think... ?
What's your opinion on ... ?
What's your view of ... ?

Avoiding/t{ithholding opinions
I would rather not say...
I'm sorry | cannot comment on ...
I'm afraid I am not in a position to answer that.

Giving opinions
I think/l feel ...
In my opinion, ...
From my point of view,...

Giving strong opinions
| firmly believe ...
I feel very strongly that ...
I'm sure/certain/convinced ...

Before we close, I'd like to review...
First of atl, ...
... is to finish work by the end of the month.
... will be looking after the ...
... is going to find ...
Finatly,...
Each department needs to get back to me by...

Wetcomingthe audience
Good morning/afternoon, [adies and gentlemen.
I'm happy to welcome you to our company.

Introducingyour topic
Let me give you a brief overview of ...
I'm here to give you some information on ...
Today, I ' l l  be talking about...

Signposting
Moving on to the next point, ...
As I mentioned earlier,...
Coming back to ...
Let me come back to what I said before ...

Adding points
In addition to this, ...
Moreover/ Furthermore, ...
Apart fiom this, ...

Dealing with intenuptions
Could I please finish what I was saying?
lf I could iust f inish what I was saying...

Dealingwith questions
There wilt be time for questions after my talk.
Feel free to ask questions as we go along.
lfyou would like to ask anything, go ahead.

Finishing
Finally, I would like to add ...
As a final point, I would like to say...
To recap,...
I hope this has given you an idea about...

Certain words are added to make additional points, or
to compare or contrast ideas.

Adding a relevant point
In addition,/Additionatty, ...
... not only... , but also ...
Besides,...
Furthermore,...

Xlaking a comparison or a contrast
... , whereas...
..., while
... (even) though
However, .../But...

This... is to advise ... that...
The... wilt be reviewed...
Our goal is to ...
... department is scheduled for...
The... is as follows: ...
Please make sure that ...
Please send us ...
Please confirm ...

Asking for and clarifying information
Could somebody fit l  me in on ... ?
I'd tike to know what has happened.
Does that mean -.. ?
I have heard ... . ls that correct?

Making suggestions
I suggest making...
I suggest we take...
We could consider trying...
So, we'd better test ...

Responding to sutgestions
I'tl let you know what we come up with.
I'm not sure I agree with you on that.
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The passive is often used to describe a process. We use it because it focuses on the action, rather than on the person or
thing (agent) doing the action. Often the agent is unclear, unknown, or irrelevant.

An experiment
A trial/study

A drug

The data

A number of experiments
Several tests

The criteria

A study

is/was

are/were

carried out/conducted/done/performed.

absorbed/administered/formulated/ manufactured /
prescribed /taken.

provided/transm itted.

conducted/done/performed.

met.

carried out/cond ucted/done/performed.

can
must be
will

The passive can also be used when the agent is known or relevant. For this, by + ogent is added.

The moisture is removed by the hot air in the fluid bed dryer.
The granules are transported by the hoist.

We will need a bit more time to completely answer that question.
We are still running tests to find out what kinils of side effects are possible.
We can give you the answer rn about four weeks.
lt wilt take from obout six months to a year and a half.
Not yet! But wete working on it.

Dosage
What kind of formutation could we develop?
What about using other forms?
Are tablets, capsules, or drops possibte?
What about the dosage for these forms?

Development
What is the toxicity of this NCE?
What about the bioavailability of this NcE?
When can we start the first in-man study?
Do we have the technology to make patches?

Giving information at inspections
Here are the documents you requested.
I'll get it immediately.
You can find this on page three.
The change is crossed out, init ialled, and dated.
Let me explain in more detail ...
I can give you more specific information on ...

Explaining and iustifying decisions
Let me demonstrate...
We had no alternative but to ...
I assure you ...
You can rest assured that we will ...
That led to...
This way, you can/will avoid ...

Talkingto staff
What is your name?
What is your job?
What is your supervisor's name?
What is your supervisor's lob?
Asking about processes and procedures
How have you been trained to perform this procedure?
How much time does it take to complete this part of the

process?
What special procedures must be followed in a

laboratory?
What special procedures must be foltowed for this

process?

Asking about possible actions taken
How do you handle toxic waste in the lab?
How do you handle the transportation of animals in the

lab?
What would you do ifyou got a toxic substance on your

lab coat?
What would you do if you noticed non-compliance with

safety procedures by a colleague?
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ileutral
I suggest you put'No toxic waste' on the bin.
My suggestion is that we redo the equipment l ist.
My recommendation is to tatk to the lab workers.
It might be possible to relocate the equipment.

Sttong
The onty solution is to rethink the process.
I strongly suggest that we try to prevent it in future.
I 'm convinced we must repeat the last tests.
It is absolutely essential to learn the safety rules.

Requesting information
Please describe the procedure for the ... process.
Would you please clarify how you ... ?
Coutd you explain the procedure for the documentation

of ... ?

Asking questions
What are the guidelines for... ?
How often do you have to... ?
What special procedures do you follow for... ?
How would you ensure good hygiene in the laboratory?

Formulating SOP guidelines
Proper protective clothing and safety equipment must

be worn at all times.
Proper safety procedures must be canied out by .*

laboratory staff.
Toxic or hazardous materials must be disposed of

properly.

Note: SOPs often use the following structure: must ol
should be +verb

lf you give instructions in a very direct way, it may
sound impolite. Therefore, it is important to watch your
tone of voice, and how you phrase your instructions.

Note that when you tell people to do something
mandatory if you add a simple'please', it makes your
instructions sound much nicer.

e.g. Pleose remember that the overshoes are only
allowed to touch the white orea.

Note that'mustn't 'means that you are not allowed to
do something.

e.g. There mustn't be more than three people in the
gowning room at a time.

Polite instructions
Could you please... ?
Would you please... ?
Please make sure that...
Please remember/Don't forget ...
Please keeo in mind ...
l/We need you to...

Pharmaceutical companies use details from doctors'
reports to inform the authorities in a case report.

Patient history
The patient has a history of...
A report was received from the physician indicating

that...
Before the event, the patient was on the following

medication: ...

Description of adverse event
After examining the patient, the physician ...
After taking (drug), the patient experienced ...
At the time of the report, the patient's condition

was/remained unchanged.
At the time of the report, the patient was

recovering/had completely recovered.
This event led to the patient's death.

Drug informatlon
... are known/suspected side effects ofthis drug.
(Drug) was administered for {condition).
Eye drops were instilled.
A bandage/cream/lotion/ointment was applied (to the

skin).

Assessment of adverse event
(Drug) is (not) believed to be related to the event.
An interaction between (drug x) and (drug y) was

Susoectecl.
A correlation between (drug) and (symptom) can/

cannot be ruled out,

It coutd have been due to...
It is due to pre-existing conditions.
The evidence is conclusive/inconclusive.
A reaction to the product cannot be ruled out.

How did the clinical trials go?
What is the status of approval?
How far is it from approval?
Could it ieopardize other products?
What does it mean for the products in the pipetine?

M e nsom i ntrt moy cause d izziness.
Mensomintrt con interact with other medicines.
Like all drugs, this medicine can cause side effects.
Use Mensomintrt with caution while driving or

undertaking dangerous activit ies.
It is possible that you may receive this medicine, or an

alternative may be used.

Do not use/take Mensamintru if ...
Stop use and ask a doctor if ...
Keep out of reach of children.
Tell your doctor immediately/right away if ...
You must not drive while taking this drug.
You should nottake Mensaminf rn if you have

a history of ...




